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The competencies needed by teachers of vocational agriculture have 
increased tremendously in recertt yearso This is due primarily to the 
increasing comple:,city of our society 1 to th~ advancements in technology, 
and to the mechanization in the production of farm colllIIloditieso One 
needs only to observe the operation of.a modern,-day farm to find ample 
evidence that todayus agriculture is a highly mechanized industryo 
Longhurst makes the following connnents regarding America's changing 
agriculture: 
The output per man has do.ubled between 1940 and 1956 because 
of adopted power units 1 specialized harvesting machines 1 and 
all kinds of chore equipmenL Since 1945 1 the number of new 
work-saving. machines has increased 1 1 200 per cento Most of 
these machines were not in existence in 19380 .Tractors have 
tripled in numbers from 1938 to 19580 Today 1 we have an aver-
age of one and one-half tractors per farm in the United Stateso 
The use of all machine.ry has increased about 300 per cent in 
the last . 20 ye~rs ) 
Longhurst further indicate.s from a study of the 1958 .United States 
. Department of Agriculture Survey~ that American farmers would spend 
eight billion dollars on tools and equipment to operate their farms 1 with 
most of the money being spent for the purchase of new or used machinery; 2 
lRobert Mo J,.pnghurstv "A Dynamic Farm Mechanics Curriculum For.A 
Changing Agricul.ture 1 1! Agriculture Education Magazine 1 XXXII 9 Noo 7 




Since t;he farms of today represent a substan.tial investment and· are 
h:i,ghly mechanized, it becomes imperative that farm people know how to 
use .and maintain the mechanical facilities .. which they possess if they are 
to receive the maximum rewar4s from such m~chanization. 
Teachers of vocational agriculture have the responsibility to pro~ 
vide training in farm mechanics that will .enable the maximum rewards 
from mechanization to be .realized by those engaged in farming .. Since 
a teacher of vocational.agriculture has the responsibility of providing 
for training in farm mechanics~ then it .is only logical that he be highly 
trained in this area. 
Leaders of vocational agriculture have for many years regarded the 
practice teaching period as being the stroq.gest part of the pre ... service 
training program .of vocational agriculture .. As stated by.Fred G. Lechner, 
It has generally been .recognized among vocational.agriculture 
'training personnel.and student teachers that.the student teach-
ing period and/or apprenticeship period o.f the teacher program 
is probably the most effective and valuable phase of their.train-
ing.3 ' 
:Assuming this fact to be tr1,1e, . and acknowledging the importance of . mech-
anization in farming, it then becomes.of vital concern that student 
teachers of vocational agriculture be provided with the most .. desirable 
participating ·experiences possible in the area of farm mechanics. 
Statement of the Problem 
In view of the fact that agriculture today is a highly mechanized 
industry,. and that. student teaching is of great importance in the. training 
.of vocational agriculture teachers, tqis research was undertaken to 
.. 3Fred G. Lechner,. "Factors Influencing the Experiences of. Stud~nt 
.Teaching, 11 Agriculture Education Magazine, XXV, No •. 9 (March, 1953) P p ~ 196. 
3 
identify and descril:>-e the factors.associated with the quality, nature, 
and extent .of farm mechanics experiences . received by student ~e.achers of 
vocational' agriculture. . The principle problem of the research study. was 
to.ascertain if certain·selected factors conunon to vocational agriculture 
could be significantly_ ·associated with a stud.ent teaching .program .of 
farm mechanics. 
.Definition of tl!.e-Terms 
.. The term .. "farm .mechanics experiences II is used in this. researc_h 
-study to. :refer to t:he experience.El receiv¢d by student teachers in the 
following-areas: (1) farm shop work, (Z) farm po~er.and.machinery, 
. (3) farm electrification, (4) farm build~ngs .and convenience~, and_ (5) 
the engineering and mechanicEi;l phases of soil-and ~ater management .. A 
class period of one.hour duration, -devoted to farm mechanics, shall 
constitute .a farm mechanics experience . 
.. The term tlquality" refers to the rating .or valu:e ass.igned to the 
.farm mechanics experiences received by the -student te.achers . 
. The term "n.ature 11 refers to the sum .total of the circumstances $UJ;• 
rounding the student teaching.experiences . 
. The term :11axtent 11 refers to. the number of. farm mechanics .experiences 
received by the student teachers of v.ocational agriculture while en.gaged 
in student teaching,, 
.The term."factors" is used in the research-study to refer to.cer• 
(.f• 
tain .sele.cted background cha:racteristic.s .of· ~upervising vocational. agri-
culture teachers, certain selected physical characteristi_cs of the parti'." 
cular high_ schools in .which the individual tea.chers were teaching, , and 
certain. selected economic characteiistics of the s.ervice. area of t,he sch_ool 
4 
districts which may be associated with the quality, nature, .and ext;ent 
of farm mechanics experiences received by student teachers of vocational 
agricultu];'e. 
The term ."significant __ factor" is used in this reseal;'ch study to 
refer to tho.se factors which,, after appropl;'iate statistical treatment 
\ 
.of data, are found to be significantly associated at. the five per cent· 
_level • 
. The ~erm llstudent teacher" is used in this researc_h study to refer 
to those students of vocational agricultul;'e who are gaining,experiences 
of teaching vocational agriculture in .the secondary schools as.a part .of 
their pre-service training to qualify for a teaching certificate in .vo-
cational agriculture . 
.. The term 11supervising teacher 11 in .this resea.rch study refers to t_he 
teacher of vocational agriculture in the secondary. school who is. primarily 
. 
_responsible for guiding the student teacher in his.student teaching :ex-
periences. 
' 
The term ."student teaching .center" is used in this J;"esearch study 
to-refer to.a cooperating school-system~ including the school service 
area, .in .which college students of vocational agricultuJ;'e.are engaged in 
student teaching. 
.Scope -of the,Study 
This research project .is concerned with tqe problem of ascertaining 
;which of certa_in .selected factors are associated to a greater degree with 
the quality, nature and .extent of farm mechanics experiences received by 
.- student teachers of vocational agriculture. 
· . The scope of this .research study was limited to vocational agrictil'."' 
ture. students completing ·student teaching -at :Sam Houston :State __ Teachers 
5 
College.during the school year 1959-60. ·The scope.of this research study 
.was also limited to the student teaching-centers.of vocatio~al agricul-
t.ure \lsed by the ·Agriculture Department qf · Sam Houston.;State Teach~rs 
College. 
. Bai;iic Assumptions 
This .. research study is conditioned by the .. :l;ollowing ,assuniptions: 
1. That ,student. teachers of vocational agriculture .. receive vary-
ing .degree!:! of participating_farm mechanics experienc:es while 
engaged in student .teaching . 
. 2. That certain selected factors-are.associated in varying.degrees 
with the quality, nature and extent of.farm mechanics experi-
ences received by student teach~ts.of vocational agricµlture, 
and that these factors can be identified . 
. 3. That each vocational agriculture teacher interviewed in connec-
tion with the study is sufficiently well informed concerning 
his school and community to-enable him to answer,.with a fair 
degree of accuracy, the questions in the interview schedule. 
4. ·That.each student teacher of vocational agricultµre.cooperat:ing 
in this research .study is sufficiently,well informed concerning 
farm mechanics to enable _him to maintain an accurate. record of·. 
the farm mechanics experiences he.receives while.student.teach-
ing. 
Limitations of the.Study 
.This research was undertaken for the purpose of collecting,and analy2;-
ingdata in an effort to ascertain possible .existing .associations between 
certain selected factors and the quality, nature and extent of farm mech-
6 
anics experiences .received by student teachers of vocational agriculture. 
It was not proposed that this research would.estatilish any final an~wer 
so.as to infer causation from.association. 
No .claim is made that the factors select.ad ,for investigation are 
the .only_factors having.possible d,egrees of-association, nor are .they 
necel;!sarily presented as the most important _factors. . - . . 
.The study is further limited in that the identification of t;he 
farm mechanics_experienqes received will be based upon the personal 
judgments.expressed by the student .teachers who.contributed information 
for use in the study. 
Neeci for the:Study 
_ Farm mechanics~ which is. an integral part .of the total program .of 
vocational-agriculture, has J;"eceived considerable attention from vo...; 
cational agriculture leaders throughout the nation .in .the past.few years. 
The theme of numerous vocational agriculture conferences .in recent years. 
has been ·"How ,can farm mechanic_s programs .of vocational -agriculture be 
improved 1n l.n some states, . locai. school. administrators have ,;eceived 
letters. from state officials stating., 11a,ecords on file in our office in-
dicate that the facilities at your school are inadequate for teaching 
.farm mechanics in vocational ·agriculture. . Please take . necessary. action 
to correct this .. situation if your school desires to. retain vocational 
agriculture as a. part .of its .educational program." 
For dep.artm.ents preparing teachers of vocational agriculture, t;his 
must mean increasing.attention .to that.area of the curl;'iculum.pertaining 
to.farm mechanics .. Assuming that the technical-course-content .0,f the 
curriculum is s\lfficient to. prepare vocational a.,gJ;"icuit.ure teachers in 
the .area. of farm mechanics, then the question .arises .. "Do. student t~achers / 
of vocational agriculture receive practical teaching.experiences in 1:he 
area of farm mechanics?" 
Lechner makes the following statement regarding the need for more 
emphasis upon the st:udent teaching program: 
....• it was the opinion among vocational agriculture teacher 
trainers and supervising teachers that student teachers in vo-
cational agriculture generally are not receiving.enough desir-
able participating experiences in the high school training cen-
ter as preparation for doing an ~fficient and effective job of 
teaching vocational agriculture. 
7 
J. B. Kirkland5 indicated that one of the ,biggest weaknesses of stu-
dent teaching programs is that of evaluation. A teacher training in-
stitution should, according to Robert M. Longhurst, meet the cb,allenge 
in preparing prospective vocational agriculture teachers. ije further 
implies that constant re-evaluation of the farm mechanics program is 
needed in order to keep abreast of progress in farm mechanics. 6 
There seems to be very little information available which discloses 
the quality~ nature and extent of farm mechanics experiences received by 
student teachers of vocational agriculture. The writer was unable to 
locate any literature which attempted .to ascertain if factors connnon to 
vocational agriculture have any significant effect on a student teaching 
program in farm mechanics. 
The information which this research study will p:'c'.'ovide may be most 
useful to: (1) teachers of farm mechanics, in teacher training institut-
ions, in the development of farm mechanics programs for prospective 
4 Ibid. p. 160. 
5J. Bryant Kirkland, "l'eacher Preparation in Agricultural Education 9 " 
Agriculture Education Magazine, XXIV, No. 4, (October, 1951), p. 78. 
6Robert .M. Longhurst, "A Dynamic Farm Mechanics Curriculum For A 
Changing Agriculture 9 11 Agriculture Education Magazine, ~II, No. 7 
(January 9 1960), p. 160. 
8 
teachers of vocational agriculture, (2) teaqher.train,ers.in planning-and 
directing:more effective courses of study in .agricultural education, and 
(3). supervising.t:eachers of vocational·agdc,uiture in becoming:aware of 
what are the associative _factors connnon to,an effective program of stu-
·dent.teaching_in farm mechanics. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIE;W OF LITERATURE 
Because of the rapid advance of farm mechanization, there is a grow~ 
ing need for better education of those entering the teaching profession 
.as a teacher of vocational agriculture. Farm .mechanization is responsi-
ble for many new and improved practices in agriculture which place varied 
and numerous demands upon a teacher of vocational agriculture. 
The modern combine, having many adjustments and several attachments 9 
can cut and thresh almost any grain crop. The task of hand harvesting 
corn has almost completely been replaced by an easiers faster, and less 
costly mechanical method. To harvest the 1956 corn.crop by hand would 
have required 432s000 men, each harvesting 100 bushels per day, working 
throughout the months of October, November, and December. 1 Electrical 
power is available to 95 per cent of the nations farmss which makes 
available many labor saving mechanical devices for the modern farmer. 
Animal power has been largely replaced by mecJ:ianical_ power for such opera-
tions as plowing 9 cuitivating, harvesting~ and storing crops. The use 
of man power has been greatly reduced by the advent of cotton pickers, 
combiness milking machines, and automatic feeding devices. On many farms 
todays farm buildings and mechanical equipment represent from 50 to 75 
per cent of the total farm investment. 
11nstruction in Farm Mechanics~ U •. S. Office of Education, (Washington, 
1957), p. L 
9 
10 
When one considers the importance of farm mechanics on .todays farms, 
and when one considers that many teachers of vocational agricult:ure pre;;. 
sently devot 40 to.60 per cent of their high school teaching time to 
farm mechanics, he surely cannot help but realize the importance of a 
comprehensive program of instruction in farm mechanics for those yo,:i.mg 
people preparing to become a teacher of vocational agriculture. 
Trainees need to have an increased amount of. their undergraduate . 
technical training .in the field of farm mechanics, and they also need 
to have a go.od comprehensive program .of student teaching which stresses 
the areas of farm mechanics. The Connnittee on Agricultural Teacher 
Training of the American Society of Agricultural.Engineers made the 
following recommendation concerning agricultural engineering phases of 
teacher education in agriculture: 
That departments .of agricultul;'e engineering and agricultural 
education .be encouraged to conduct research:,studies, either 
Jointly or individually, in an effort to cievelop improved 
programs of teacher education in agriculture engineering 
technology.2 
Studies, Investigations, and Other.Related Literature 
A thorough search of all the Summaries of Studies in Agriculture 
Education and of all the issues of the A,gricu:lture Education Magazine 
since 1950 was conducted by the writer. .A review of these publicat,ions 
reveals that several studies have been made concerning the general area 
of farm mechanics .and that several studies have been made in relation to 
student teaching in general. The writer failed to discover any studies 
2Agricultural Engineering Phases of Teacp.er Education.!!!, .;Agriculture, 
Journal of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers, Junep 1960, · 
Vol..XLI, No. 6, p •. 383. 
11 
of a nature similar to this one, which is .concerned with the problem of 
student teaching in farm mechanics. 
3 Dry, in a study conducted in twelve southern states in 1949, found 
that the apprentice training period for vocational agric~lture was,not 
long .enough to afford the apprentice teacher an opportunity to gain ex-
perience in an appreciable number of teaching activities •. Farm mech-
anics was one of the areas in which the apprentice teachers did not gain 
satisfactory experiences. 
Miller, 4 in an Oklahoma study concerning student teaching, indicated 
that some training centers had over-emphasized such activities as com-
munity service and skill participation to the extent that organized group 
instruction was sacrificed and that more emphasis should be placed on 
teaching. Miller also found that there was a tendency in some centers 
to overwork the trainee and not give him any time to observe. 
Phipps 9 5 in Illinois 5 indicated that a six-week period of student 
teaching was found inadequate. 
Price 9 in a statistical study of young ad,ult farmer programs in 
Oklahoma and Pennsylvania, found that: 
3clifton Aaron Dry, .h. Study .2!, Apprentice Teaching Activities!!!, 
Twelve Southern States. (Unpublished Master's thesis, Louisiana State 
University, 1949.) 
4J. C. Miiler, f:. Study tl ~ Activities ,Engaged ~ .:ez Prospective 
Teachers tl Vocational Agriculture While in Teaching .centers. (Unpublished 
nonthesis study, Oklahoma .State University, 1949.) 
5 
Lloyd J. Phipps 9 Internship for Prospective Teachers .2!, Vocational 
Agriculture in Illinois. (Unpublished Master's thesis 9 University of 
Illinois, 1959.) 
,,,,, .the occu,rrence of organized 'instru,ctional programs for 
young,adult_fa,rmers is associated with .substaritial.:i.gventory 
of superior farm mechanics facilities and equipment, 
12 
Price7 also found that syste_matic instruction for young .adult farmers 
.was in operation in tl:!,ose departments which had superior programs of farm 
mechanics in operation. 
Hobbs~ in a statistical st ... dy conducted in Oklahoma, attempted to 
determine some .of the factors associated with the occurrence.of effective 
local farm mechanics programs in .vocational a~riculture. All departments 
of vocational agriculture in Oklahoma were rated by a jury as either 
being above-average, average, qr below-average with regards to the ef-
fectiveness of their instructional programs in farm mechanics. ·Stratified 
random samples .were drawn from the above-average and tb,e below-average 
groups. Hobbs statistically analyzed the data collected and concluded 
that: 
significant differences between the two groups.were found 
to exist with regard to (1) having shop facilities presently · 
available; (2) shop space available .at time of present teacher's 
initial employment; (3).four-year time allotment for farmmecb,-
anics instruction; and (4) use _of the station metqod in teaching 
farm mechanics; 8 .· · . 
-· Curtis conducted a study in Louisiana in 1958J in which he attempted 
to determine which of certain .selected factoJ;"s affected the teaching of 
farm mechanics. 
6Robert R. Price,.· Factors Associated 
Young .Adult -Farmer Instt:'uctional p·rograms 
the States of Oklahoma and Pennsylvania, 
sertation,;Pennsylvania State University, 
7Ibid. p. 172. 
with the .OccuJ;"rence of Local 
in .Vo~ional Agricultµre in 
(Unpublhhed D.octoral Dis-
1955.) 
~Walt;er.W, Hobbs, Factors Associated with the Occurrence oLEffective 
Local Farm Mechanics Prograins in Vocati'onafA.grfulture in oldihoma, -




.curtis9 found t:hat teachers of vocat:ional agricult:ure included in 
< 
.his study lacked sufficient training .for teaching .farm power and mach-
inery, and farm electrification. A majority of t:he teachers in the study 
indicat:ed that they spertt from .one-fourt:h to one-third of the total c'lass · 
time for instruction in farm mechanics. Curtis also found that ~ng 
t;he teachers included in .his study that the length of tenure .gf a teacher. 
in .his present t:eaching position.did not affect the quality of his in .. 
structional program in farm mechanics. 
Kennedy conducted a study in.Texas in 1952, which concerned t;he 
activities of practice teachers of vocational agriculture •. Wit:h regard 
to the activity of farm mechanics, 1<.ennedylO, found that: (1) Twenty-
six of the 28 practice teachers gained experiences in teaching 13 topics 
in farm shop for a total of 229 hours. (2) The 26 stud,.ents spent a total 
of 73 days teaching farm shop in vocational agriculture I, 49 days in 
vocational agriculture II, and 88 days teaching vocational a,grkulture 
III. (3) Approximately 60 per cent less time was spent working on 1,ihop 
projects than was spent with unclassified !,ihop work. 
~Charlie M •. Curtis, ~Some Factors Affecting Teachiag 2f .~ Mechanics~ 
(Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Louisiana.State University, 1958.) 
10Luke n. '.Kennedy, A Research to Determine the-Activities of Practice 
Teachers. (Unpublished Master's thesi.s, Sam. Houston State Teachers .College, 
1952.) 
GHAPTER III 
D.ESIGN OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the procedure employed 
in conducting.this research project. ·The .description will include a 
statement of the hypotheses to be tested, the sampling methods and the 
proced~re used in obtaining and analyzing .the data. 
The Hypotheses Tested 
The hypotheses tested in this research study were formulated as null 
hypotheses, This was done in order to facilitate testing by the appli-
cation of appropriate tests of significance, Garrett makes the following 
statement regarding .the null hypothesis: 
:Experimenters have found the null hypothesis a useful tool in 
testing the reliability of differences. In its simplest form, 
this hypothesis asserts that there is no true difference be-
tween two population means, and that the difference found be-
tween sample means is, therefore, accidental and unimportant, 
The null hypothesis is akin to the legal principle that a man 
is innocent until he is prov~d guilty. It constitutes.a chal-
lenge; and the function of an experiment is to give the facts 
a chance to refute (or fail to refute) this challenge. 1 
Wert, Neidt,, and Ahmann state~. "The null hypothesis .. , becomes the 
statement .of a research issue which may be evaluated by.an appropriate 
test of significance. 112 
1 Henry E, Garrett~ Statistics in Psychology and Education~ (New Yorks 
1953), p, 213. 
· 2James E, Wert~• Charles 0, Neidt,. and J,, Stanley Ahmann~.· Statistical 
Methods, (New York, 1954)~ p. 124, 
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.The -major hypothe.sis of this research project is that among.pro-
grams of ~tudent teaching in vocational agriculture there are no.signi-
ficant differences between the qua,lity 9 _nature and .extent .of farm.mech-
anics experie~ces .received by student teachers and certain selecte.d fac-
tors common _to vocational agriculture, 
.. The following hypotheses. were tested in .an att:empt t.o. resolve the 
major hypotheses: 
A. No- significant.differences exist be.tween _the .farm mech~nics e.x-
periences received by_ student.teach~rs of vocational agricultµre 
and the_following ;Personal background_ characteristics.of the_super-
vising,teat.hers: 
(1) age, 
(2) years of teaching,experience in vocational agriculture, 
(3) years.of teaching.experience in present.vocational agriculture 
department, 
(4) years of .experience as a supervising,teacher of vocational 
agriculture, 
(5) teachers receiving_vocati,onal agriculture training.while.en-
rolled in high ~chool, 
(6) number.of undergraduate hours .of college.credit in farm mechanics, 
(7) number of graduate hours of _college credit.in farm iµechanics, 
(8) teachers.receiving farm mechanics training;while.enrolled in 
high ~chool, and 
.(9) teachers receiving. organized mechanical training .other · than 
high .school or college . 
. B, No significant .differences exist between the.farm mechanics experiences 
received by student teachers of vocational agriculture and the follow_-
ing.characteristics qf the individt1al schools and the .individual 
communities in which student teaching_.was accomplished: 
(1) enrollment in high school, 
(2) enrollment in all.,-day classes in vocational agriculture, 
(3) per cent of vocational agricultµre students who are farm 
residentss. and 
(4) per.cent of community income received from farming" 
. C" No significant difforenqes _exist be.tween the farm mechanfcs ex-
periences. received by stuclent teachers of vocational agriculture 
and th.e_following _characteristics of the local programs of voe-
ational agricultt1re: 
(1) hours devoted to farm mechanics in vocatiqnal 
(2) hours.devoted to .farm mechanics .in vocational 
(3) hot1rs devoted to farm mechanics in vocational 
(4) departments having adult.farmer classess and 





· D" -No. significant. differences exist between the .. farm mechanics experi-
ences received by student.teachers of vocat:lonal agrict1lture.and the 
following characteristics of .the farm mechanics facilities of the 
student teaching,cent.ers: 
. (1) farm mechanics bui,lding facilitiesf 
(2) farm mechanics equipment facilitiesD and 




The research project.involved those students.of vocational agrict.11-
ture at-Sam Houston State Teachei;s College who.coII1pleted their student 
.teaching requirements during the school year.1959-60. The research pro-
ject also involved high schools located throughout the.state oLTexas 
which were designated as approved student teaching.centers for vocational 
agriculture for the.school year 1959-60. 
'There were~ during.the schoql year 1959-60i 54 students of vocational 
agriculture at-Sam Houston State '.reachers College who.completed stµdent 
teaching. '.['wenty-two of the 54 student teachers did their student teach.,. 
ing.in the fall semester of 1959, whi.le 32 stt1dents engaged in student 
teaching.during the.spdng.semester of 1960. 
!lthough there were 54 student teachers of vocational agriculture 
during.the school year 1959-60 9 there were only 47 student teachers in-
cluded in the research project. , One. stµdent~ due to .unusual circum"'" 
stances 9 remained at the college for his student teaching. -Three student 
teachers accepted various teaching positions before the end of the stand-
ard nine weeks student teaching.period~ and one.student.teacher taught 
full time because the supei;vising teacher was ill, Two of the student 
teachers did not.attend a meeting conducted by the.writer upon their re-
turn to the campus~ nor was the writer able to receive any information 
from the two students concerning their student teaching.experiences. ·The 
above mentioned seven students were excluded,from the research study in 
order to remove any biased information which might have an effect on the 
findings of the research project. ·The final number of student teachers 
included in the research project was.47. 
·ouring_the school year 1959-60, there were 57 Texas high schools 
which.were designated by, Sam ·H:oust:on. State .Teachers-College and the 
·.Texas-Education Agency as .. student teaching,centers ,9f .vocational a$ri-
cult;:ure . 
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. Each semester the student teachers,were permitted to-ijelect.from 
the _list of ·a)?proved student te.aching_;centers the ~igh .. schoc:>l Jn -which 
they desired to.,do their student t~achit1g. -~e student .teaching,center 
selected by_ each student teacher .was,,.subject:ed to. the. appr<:>va,L of the 
agricultural education .staff .of -Sam Houston ·State Teachers .. College in 
.order to have not .more .than two student .te.achers at 1:1.t1y one _teac~ing 
,center and to prevent stud.ent teachers from st1:1dent -teaching .in high 
.schools from which they_ were graduated. 
·Eighteen .of .the 57- approved student .teaching,centers.were utilized 
by_22 student teachers durit1g .. the fall semester 0£1959. ·fourteen stu-
dent . teachers engaged in student teaching .by. themsel1es. while eight .. stu.-
dent teachers did their.student.teachit1g.with-a fellow stud.ent,teacher. 
·During the.spring semester of.1960 9 , 20 <>f the-57-approved student 
teaching centers.were ut;ilized. by.31 student teachers .. Nine stude,nt:s 
.went out .to student .teach .. by tp.emselves, .with 22 students having gone _out 
to. student. teach in ·.11 groups .of two. 
Of the .20 st1,J.dent .teaching __ centers .employed during -t:he -spring ,of 
·1960,.nine had also be.en employed by.the fa,.11 semeE,!ter.students. ·This 
_left 11 stuc;lent.teaching,centers which were utilized by_spring,stud,ent 
-teachers that had not been previe>usly ut;Uized by,the,fall semester-stu-
dent teachers. · Since 18 student . teaching ,cent:ers, were ut;ilized by, h,11 
student .teachers,. at1d 11 non-previoua,ly utilized student t.eaching_;cet1ters 
were_employed during the.spring, .a total of.2.9 stuclent teaching,centers 
were utilized fc:>r student -teaching ___ duri,ng.the scho9l yea,r .1959-{>0. 
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As previously mentioned~ only 47 of the 54 studept teachers were .in-
cluded in the research project, As a result .of eliminating.seven of the 
student teachers~ two.student teaching,centers had to be-eliminated from 
the study also. ·The final sample for the research study consisted of 47 
. student teachers.ofvocational agriculture and 27 student .teaching.centers 
of vocational agriculture. 
Procedure for·Collection of-:pata 
Two.schedules, 3 one entitled.Possible FactorsAs$ociated with the 
Quality~ Nature,. and Extent .of Farm Mechanics Experie_nces Received ·.QY 
·Student Teachers of Vocational Agriculture~ and the other, The Quality, 
Nature and Extent of.Farm Mechanics Experiences Received kl Student 
-Teachers .of .vocational Agrkulture~ .. were developed for purpose of ol>-
taining.data for this research project. 
· The schedule entitled Possible Factors. Associated with the Quality, 
Natu~, and Extent .of Farm Mechanics Experiences -Received by~ Stude_nt 
Teachers of Vocational Agriculture was used in securing information 
about the supervising teachers~ the student teaching ,centers, .the local 
programs of vocational agriculture~ and the farm mec.hanics facilities 
available at each stu,dent teaching center. The information necessary to 
.complete this schedule was obtained in personal interviews with each of 
the 27 supervising teachers included in this research project. The per-
sonal interview technique was selected as the xqost appropriate one for 
obtaining this portion of the data for the research project. It was felt 
that .greater accuracy in completing the schedule .could be achieved through 
personal interview than through the use of questionnaires. 
3see appendix, .p. 89. 
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The in_terview sche,dule :used in obtaining .data. necessary_ for t.esting 
the hypotheses in this research project was corist];"uct~d wit.h t® as.~ 
si~tat:J.ce of the teacher training.staffs in agricultural education at the 
Sam H~uston State Teachers. ,College and at the Oklahoma $tat;e Un~versity. 
The it.ems inclu,ded in .the interview schedule are ones w_hich have been 
considered by many in the field of agricultural education as ha:ving,a 
possible association .with the .farm mecha.nics experien,ces received by 
st4dent· teachers of vocational agriculture. 
. . 
. The tentative interview sch,edul,e was . l_ater re cons tr1:1:c t_ed with the: · 
advice of persons who had made similar studies in order to provide more 
clarity'. The interview schedule was then used in interviewing.th,ree 
teachers of vocational agriculture, .who were not inch1d_ed in this J:"e-
search project, in .order to check for further clarity and to acquire 
suggestions.for modifying the interview schedule. 
After the int.erview schedule was reconstru,cted and brought to its 
final form, it was µsed in interviewin,g. the "27 teache.rs of .vocational 
agriculture included in this research project. 
The sched.ule entitled,. The Quality, Nature, and Extent 2,f .Farm 
Mechanics Experiences Received,~ Stlldent Teachers of Vocational Agri-
. . . ' ' "· ,, . . . . ' . . ~ , ' . 
culture was also developed for t.he purpose of obtainirtg data ne.ces.s.ary 
for, testing ,the stated hypotheses of this research project. This .ached-
ule was c.on,structed for use by the student teachers in keeping .a .daily 
record of the farm me.chanics experiences they receive.d while engaged in 
student teaching . 
. The schedule used in obtaining .data :i;egar.ding .the quality, nature, 
and extent _of farm mechanics. experiences received by .s.tudent teache~s of 
voc,ational agriculture was construct.ed with the ,as,s,ist.ance of agrid1ltural 
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education staff memb.eJ;"s at the Sam Houston State Teachers College and 
at the Oklahoma State University, Suggestions were also received from 
fellow graduate students and educ.ational staff mE!mbers when the research 
proposal was presented in a seminar session, 
After the schedule was brought to the final formp the writ.er pr.e-
sented it to the student teachers in a meeting .conducted with them ap-
proximately two weeks before the students went out to their respective 
student teaching.centers, Ouring this meeting~ the research project was 
briefly explained to the student teachers~ with especial attention being 
given to the schedule·to be maintained by the student teachers, F.;ach 
student teacher was asked to keep a daily record of the farm mechanics 
experiences he receivE!d while at his respective student teaching .center, 
The writer 1met with the student teachers again upon their return to 
the campus, During .this meeting~.· the schedules were collected from the 
student teachers present and a general discus.sion was conducte.d concern-
ing .the farm mechanics experiences received by the student teachers, 
After the two sets of data~ the interview schedule and the farm 
mechanics experiences schedule, were obtaine.d and tabulated, it was 
subjE!cted to statistical tests to determine whether significant dif-
ferences were evident between the farm mechanics experiences received by 
student teachers and certain selected factors common to vocation~l agri-
culture, The tests use.d in the treatment of the data were .the analysis 
of regression and the pooled variance, The level of significance required 
for the rejection of the null hypothesis was set .at the five per cent 
level for this research project, 
CHAPTE,R IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
.Data presented in this chapter were obtained by two means. The data 
pertaining _to the supervising _teachers,. the stude_nt teaching .centers, the 
local programs of vocational agriculture, and the farm mechanics facili-
ties, were secured through personal visitation in each of the 27 depart-
ments of vocational agriculture included in this research study. Farm 
mechanics buildings and equipment were scored by direct observation, and 
the other data were secured by interview with the teacher of voc.ational 
agriculture. Data regarding _the quality, nature and extent of farm mech-
anics experiences received by the 47 student teachers of vocational agri-
_culture included in this re~earch study were obtained from daily farm 
mechanics activity reports maintained by the student _teachers. 
After the desired data were secured through the personal interview 
technique and the daily farm mechanics activity report.s, the _data were 
t,abulated and statistically treated in order to detet:mine if significant 
differences existed between the farm mechanics experiences received by 
student teachers 'and certain selected factors conunon to vocational agri-
culture. 
In the tabular presentation wb,ere the two data were brought together 
for statistical treatment, two asterisks (**) inunediately after the digits 
indicate a statistical difference which is significant_ .at the one per cent 
level. One asterisk(*) appearing inunediately after the digits is in-
dicative of a significant difference at the five per cent level. When 
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no asterisk appears it will be assumed that the difference observed, if 
any, was not significant but was possibly due to sampling fluctuations. 
As previously stated, the five per cent level of significance was se-
lected for this research study, Unless the appropriate statistical 
treatment proved differences to be si9nificant af th;s level, the null 
hypotheses were acceptedo 
Data Regarding Farm Mechanics Experiences Received 
Data regarding the farm mechanics exp.eriences re';'.eived by the 47 
student teachers· were divided into the following .five groups: (1) farm 
shop experiences, (2) farm power and machinery experiences, (3) farm 
electrif:j.cation·experiences, (4) farm buildings and conveniences ex-
perierices, and (5) soil and water management experiences. The experi-
ences received by each student teacher concerning the area of farm 11\ech-
anics were tabulated and scored on the following basis: 
1. A student: teacher was considered to have received an. ex-
peI:ience valued at the.four level if he instructed for a 
period of one hour in one of the five areas.of farm mech-
anics included in this research study. In .addition to 
instructing for a period of one hour, the student must 
have been involved .in a critique concerning .the lesson 
he instructed with either the supervising teacher or a 
member of the agriculture teac~er training ,staff of Sam 
Sam Houston State Teachers College. 
2. A student,teacher was considered to have received an ex-
perience valued at the three level, if he instructed for 
a period of one hour in one of the five areas of farm 
mechanics, but did not participate in .a critique concern-
ing the lesson he instructed. 
3. A student teacher was considered to have received an ex-
perience valued at the two level if he superv:j.sed for a 
period of one.hour a ,class engaged in activities concern-
ing ,one of the five areas of farm mechanics. The student, 
teacher, although not formally instructing the class, was 
considered to be in charge of the group with the responsi-
bility of guiding them and assist:j.~g them'with any problems 
which,they.might have encountered. 
4o A student teacher was conside.red to have received an ex-
perience valued at the one .lev~l if he observ~d another 
person instruct for a period of one hour in one of .the five 
areas of farm mechanicso The person doing the instructing 
could be either a fellow student teacher or the supervising 
teachero 
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Tables I through,V were designed to show the kind and number of farm 
mechanics experiences received by the 47 student teachers in each of the 
five farm mechanics areas included in this research projecto Table VI 
was arranged to show the distribution of total farm mechanics experiences 
received by the 47 student teachers~ while _Table .VII was arranged to show 
the distribution of total scores received by the student teachers for the 
farm mech,anics experiences received. 
, Farm shop experiences receivedo Table I shows that is the area of 
farm shopw_ork~ the 47 student teachers of yocational agriculture received 
TABLE I 
NATURE AND EXTENT .Of _FARM -SHOP EXPERIENCES RECEIV&D 
BY 47 STUDENT . TEACHE,RS . OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
Nature of Level of -Experiences Received 
experience experience Number Score 
Formal instruction 
followed by a critique 4 32 128 
Formal instruction 3 i85. 555 
Supervise<;! class 2 348 696 
.Observed another instruct 1 92 92 
Totals 657 1471 
Mean experiences received in farm ·shop 14045 
Mean score received in farm shop 31,28 
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32 experiences on the four level, 185 experiences on the three level, 
.348 experiences on the two level, and 92 experiences on the one level" 
The range of experiences received in farm shop ran from zero to 58~ with 
the mean experiences received by each student teacher being .14"45" The 
mean score received in the area of farm shop for each student teacher was 
31 "28" It is noted that over one.-half of all the experiences received in 
the area of farm shop was received only at the number two level" 
Farm power and machinery experiences received" Reference to Table II 
will show that in the area of farm power and machinery the 47 student 
.teachers.of vocational agriculture received zero experiences on the four 
level, 17 experiences on the three level~,28 experiences on the two level, 
and 25 experiences on the one level for a total of 70 experiences" The 
TABLE II 
NATURE AND EXTENT OF FARM POWER AND MACHINERY EXPERIENCES 
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Mean experiences received in farm power 
and machinery 
Mean score received·in farm power and 
machinery 













' number of experiences received in farm power and machinery varied from 
zero to 13 with the mean experiences received being .. 1. 49 o A total score 
of 132 was accumulated by the 47 student teachers .which yielded a mean 
score for each student teacher of 2.800 
Farm electrification experiences receivedo The.data presented in 
.Table III indicate that in the area of farm electrification the 47 stu-
dent teachers received four experiences on the four level, .35 experiences 
on.the three level~ 43 experiences on the 'two level, and 10 experiences 
on .the one level, for a total of 92 experienceso The number of experiences 
TABLE III 
NATURE AND EXTENT OF EARM ELECTRIFICATION EXPERIENCES 
RECEIVED BY,47 STUDENT TEACHERS 
OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
Experiences Received Nature of 
experiences 
Level of 
experiences Number Score 
Formal instruction 
followed by a critique 
Formal instru~tion 
Supervised class 






Mean .experiences received in farm 
electrification 








.received by eac~ student teacher ranged from zero to 18 with the mean ex-
periertces received being 1096 o . The mean sco.re fot farm eiectrification 
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experienc:es received was.4.62, !twill be noted that a majority of the 
.farm electrification experiences were received on the two and three levels 
of .experience, 
Farm buildings and convenience experiences received. Table .IV shows 
that the 47 student teachers included in this research study received a 
total of 120 experiences in the area of farm buildings_and conveniences . 
. Of the 120 experiences_ received, two were received at the four level,. 30. 
were received at the three level, 73 were received at the two level and 
15 were received at. the. one level. . The mean experiences received was 
2,55 while the.mean score received for farm buildings and conveniences 
was 5,51, The numl:>er of experiences received by each student teacher 
TABLE .IV 
NATURE.AND EXTENT.OF F~M BUILDINGS AND.CONVE;NIENCES 
l!;XPERIENCES RECEIVED BY 47- STUDENT TEACHERS OF 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
Nature of Level of E:x:periences .Received 
. experience experience .. 
Formal instruction 
followed bya critique 4 
·Formal instruction 3 
,Supervised class 2 
Observed another instruct 1 
·. Totals 
Mean .experienc~s received in farm 
buildings and conveniences 








- - - - - - - - - ~ - - -
2 .. 55 
5.51 
.28 
ranged,from i;ero to 14. It will be noted that.over one-half oJ: .. all ex-
periences received in this area was received by supervising a class en-
gaged in an activity.concerning_farm buildings.and conveniences. 
-~ and water management experiences received. Not.any of .the 47 stu-
dent teachers included in this research study l;'eceived level four experi-
ences in the area of soil and water management. ·As is shown in Table.V~ 
t;he student teachers received 15 experiences on the three level~ .24 ex-
perienc:es on t:he two level~ ·and 16 experiences on the one level -for a total 
of 55 exper.iences in soil and water management. _ The mean ·number of ex-
.TABLE V 
NA.TURE AND .EX'IENT .OF SOIL AND WATE,R MANAGJ!.;:ME;NT -EXPERIENCES 
~CElVED .IW 47- STUDENT TEAC.HERS OF 
VOCATIONA.L AGRICULTURE 
Nature of Level of .·Experiences .Received 
experience experience 
Formal instruction 
···followed by_·a critique 4 
.Formal . instruction 3 
-Supervised class 2 
Observed another instruct 1 
-•- Totals 
Mean experiences received in soil 
and water management 










periences received by t:he .47 student teachers in the area .of soil and 
water management.was 1.17 while the mean score received was 2.32. There 
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. was no reason that .was readily. discernable to indicate why the student 
teacher failed to receive any level four experiences in this area, 
Number of fa.rm m~chanics experiences received. . Table VI shows that 
27,b5 ·per cent of the student teachers.received from zero,to nin,e farm 
mechanics experiences while engaged in student teaching, ,Another 27.65 
per cent of the student teacher,s received from 20 to 29 farm mechanics 
experiences, while 23.40 per cent .of the student teachers received from 
10 to 19 farm mechanics experiences, On,ly 10.student teachers received 
TABLE VI 
FREQUENCY.DISTRIBUTION .OF FARM MECHANICS_EXPE:RIENCES 





























· 27 .65 
100,00 
.. 30 or mol;'e farm mechanics experiences, The range of farm mechanics ex-
periences.ran from zero, which was received by six student teachers, to 
a high of 92 which was received by only one ·student teacher, Tbe mean 
farm mechanics experiences received by each stud.ent teacher was 2L08, 
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Scores for·~ mechanics experiences.received~ -Table.VU -shows 
that the mean score for farm mechanics experiences receiyed was.46.55. 
Seventeen of the 47 student teachers.received a ,score of less than.20 
for the farm mechanics experiences they rec;:eived .. -Twenty-one student 
teachers received a farm mechanics score ranging ,from ·.20 to . 80. . Nine 
of the student teachers received a farm mechanics score of 80 or.above; 
with the highest score received by a s.tudent teac:her bt:dng .. 224. -Due to 
the wide r~nge of scores received by the student teachers the median 
score of 35.33 is shown in Table VII. 
TABLE VII 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES -FOR FARM MECHANICS_ 
EXPERIE;NCES RECEIVED BY -47. STUDENT "TEACFIE;R.S 
OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
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Data Regarding Personal Backgro'und Characteristics 
of the Teacher 
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Data regarding personal background characteristi.cs of the 27 super-
vising teachers of vocational agriculture included in this research study 
include the following nine selected factors: (1) age of teachers; (2) 
years of teaching experience in vocational agriculture; (3) years of 
teaching experience in present vocational agriculture.department; (4) 
years of experience as a supervising teacher of vocational agriculture; 
(5) teachers receiving vocational agriculture training ,while enrolled in 
high school; (6) number of undergraduate hours of college credit in farm 
mechanics; (7) number of graduate hours of college credit in farm mech-
anics; (8) teachers receiving farm mechanics training while enrolled in 
high school; and (9) teachers receiving .organized mechanical training 
other than high school or college, 
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Ages g£ teachers S!f vocational agriculture, . Table VIII shows that 
the mean age of the supervising teachers was .37.65 years. Four teachers 
were less than 31 years of age .. Slightly over one-half of the super-
vising teachers, or 51.84 per cent, were over 30 years of age, but less 
than 41 years of age. Only eight teachers were over the age of 40. One 
supervising teacher declined to give his age during the interview, There-
fore, the mean age shown in Table VIII was calculated on the basis of 26 
teachers rather than ?7 teachers, 
TA~LE VIII 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE AGES OF 27 SUPERVISING 
TEACHERS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
Class interval, 









Mean age of supervising teachers 
Supervising teacher 












Regression analysis of teachers ages an farm mechanics experiences 
•• ·: • -. • ---.-. • ... • •• < ••• 
received. The .data shown in Table .VII and in Table VIII were brought to-
gether and tested to.determine whether there is a significant relation-
ship between the farm mechanics experiences received by student teachers 
and the ages of the supervising teachers .. The analysis of this test is 
shown in Table IX. The test for significance of the regression in this 
. , 
1 research study is taken from Wert, Neidt, and Ahmann. Table IX shows 
that the test for the significance of regression of farmll\echanics ex-
periences on ages of supervising teachers yields an F value of 1.07, which 
is below the 4.24 value required ~or significance.at the five per cent 
level. Therefore, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. 
TABLE IX 
ANALYSIS OF REGRESSION OF AGE .OF. SUPERVISING ,'l$ACHERS ON 
FAA.M MECHANICS EXPERIENCES RECE;!VED.BY 
47 · STUDENT. TEACHERS 
Source of Degrees of Sum·of 
Variation Freedom -Squares 




Residuals .24 53,241.98 .2.218,41 
~
Totals 25 
F value of the relationship between 




1James-E .. Wert, Charles Q. Neidt, .and .J •. Stanley_ Ahmann, Statistical 
Methods, (New York, 1954), p.· 232. 
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Years . .£f teaching.experience in vocational agricultureo The data 
presented in.Table X indicate that the mean years of experience in teach-
ing vocational agriculture for the 27 supervising teachers is 12,63 yearso 
It is noted that 33.33 per cent .of the teache.rs have completed more 
than five but less than 11 years of teaching :vocationa.l agriculture while 
another 29,63 per cent have taught more than 10 years but less than 16 
yearso Seven teachers~ or 25093 per cent~ have more than 15 years teach-
ing experience while only lloll per cent of the teachers had five or.less 
years experience .as a teacher of vocational agricultureo 
·TABLE X 
FREQUE;NCY PIS~IBUTION OF YEARS TAUGHT VOCA'l'.lONAL AGRICULTURE 
AS REPORTED BY 27. SUPERVISING.TEACHERS 
,OF VOCATIONAL ·AGRICULTURE 
Supervising.Teachers Class interval 








Mean years taught vocational.agriculture 










· Regression analysis of years teac;hing _experience. £!!. farm mec~anics 
.experiences. rece.ived. The test for the significance of -reg:i;-ession of 
farm mechanics experiences on years teaching,experience is.shown in 
Table-~!. .Data in Table XI,.which were .taken from Table VII and.Table~x, 
yielded an F value of 3 .57 .. Although,. an F value of ·3 .57 does not :l.n-
TABLE.XI 
.ANALYS!S .OF REGRESSION .OF YEARS .TAUGHT VOCA.TlONAL A.GRICULTURE 












- - - - - .- - - - - - - .~ -
F value ·of the relationship between years 














- - - - - -
dicate -a significant.relationship at.the :l;ive per.cent.level between years 
teaching.experience and.farm mechanics experiences r~ceived, it is .ap-
proaching.t:he 4.24 value which .is.required for a s:l.gnificance relation-
ship at the five per cent level. .Wit:h the evidence at hand, the null 
hypothesis must be accepted. 
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Years teaching experience E!.. present department Qi vocational agri-
culture .. Reference to Table XII shows that 14.82 per cent of the super-
vising .teachers have taught 16 or more years in their present teaching 
.position. . One-third of the teachers have taugnt not_ less than six years 
nor more than'ten years in their present teaching position,while 14.e2 
per cent of the teachers have taught more than 10 years but less than 
16 years in their present position. Five or less years teaching experi-
ence in the present position was indicated by 10 of the supervising 
tea.,ghers. 
- TAB~ XII 
FREQUENCY-DiSTRIBUTION OF YE.µ.S TAUGHT.VOCATIONAL.AGR,ICULTURE 
IN :PRESENT POSITION AS REPORTED. BY 27. SUPE:RVISING 
TEACHERS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
Class interval 








Mean years taught vocational agriculture 
Supervising Teachers 







in present position 8.96 
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-·Regression.analysis of ;years. teaching ,experience in present position 
on farm mechanics experiences rect:dved. . One of the factors taken into 
consideration by educators .. when selecting student teaching .centers is the 
length of service the teacher ot vocational agriculture has in his pre-
sent. teaching position. In. referring .to Table-XIII,.· :Lt is found that .a 
significant relationship betw~eR the years teaching ~xperience in .pre~ 
sent position and the-farm mechanics experiences received by. student teach-
ers does not exi:st at the five per cent level. -That no-significant re-
lationship existed between years teaching_experience in .present position 
and the farm mechanics experiences received sustained t:heacceptance of 
the hypothesis. 
TABLE.XIII 
A,NALYSIS_ OF REGRESSION .OF YEARS TAUGHT VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
IN PRESENT :posITION .ON FARM MECHANiCS:. EXPERIENCES 











· F value of the relationship between years 
taught in present_position and farm 











.Years experience!!!-! supervising teacher. The data presented in 
Table·XlV show that.the average years served.as a supervising teacher 
was. 5 .93 years. . Sixteen teacners have been a supervising teacher of 
vocational agriculture less than six years, while eight .teachers have 
not less than.six years nor more than 10 years e~perience as a super-
vising teacher .. Only three teachers have served in .the capacity of .a 
.. Supervising teacher for more than 10 :years. 
TABLE .J;iV 
FREQUENCY DISTR.IBU'l;'ION OF YEARS .. SERVED AS A SUPERVISING 
TEACHER ,IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE AS REPORTED 
.BY 27. SUPERVISING. TEACHERS 
.· Supervising Teachers 
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Class interval 
Years se.rved as 






















Regression analysis of years experience as a supervising.teacher on 
farm mechanics experiences received. Table-XV·shows that the test for the 
significance of regression of years experie11ce as a supervising .teacher 
on :£arm mechanics experiences yielded an F value of only 0.12. ·With the 
TABLE:XV 
ANALYSIS OF REGRESSION OF YEARS.EXPERIENCE AS A SUPERVISING 
. TEACHER .ON FARM MECHANICS .. EXPERIENCES RECEIVED 











·· F value of the relationship between years 
experience as a supervising teacher.and 















- - - -
sample.at hand,.an.F value .of this.size indicates that a very small por-
tion of the variance is explained by the regression of farm mechanics 
experiences on years experience as a supervising.teacher. Therefore, the' 
null hypothesis cannot be rejected. 
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Teachers receivinj?i.vocational agriculture instruction while enrolled 
in high schoolo Table.XVI reveals that 74007 per cent of the supervising 
teachers had received instruction in vocational agriculture while enrolled 
in high schoolo .Fifteen of the teachers.had received three years of vo-
TABLE XVI 
NUMBER OF YEARS ENROLLED IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE .WHILE 
A'f'.TENDING .HIGH SCHOOL AS REPORTED BY 27. SUPERVISING 
TEACHERS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
Years enrolled 
Supervising Teachers 



















3 0 70 
25.93 
100,00 
cational agriculture training.while only seven .of the teachers had not re-
ceived any instruction in vocational agricultureo .The mean number of years 
enrolled in high school vocational agriculture by the 27 teachers in-
eluded in this research study was 2ol5 yearso 
Regression analysis of years _enrolled ih high school vocational 
agriculture on farm mechanics experiences.received" The test for the 
significance of regression of farm mechanics experiences on years en;.. 
.TABLE.XVII 
ANALYSIS .OF REGRESSION OF YEARS ENROLLED IN HIGH -SCHOOL 
VOCATIOWAL .AGRICULTURE ON FARM ME;CHANlCS EXPERIENCES 











· Residuals 25 
.Totals 26 
F value of the relationship between years 
enrolled in high f?Chool vocational 







rolled in high school vocational agriculture is shown if1: Table-XVIL 
-S;i..nce the F value of 2o33 is below that required for a significant 
relationship at.the fiye per.cent level the null hypoth¢sis is tenable" 
-42 
·College hours of urtdergraduate credit in farm mechanics.courses. 
In referring to·. Table-·XVIiI, one finds that 51.65 per. cent .of the super-
vising teachers had received not .less than four nor more than seven 
hours of undergraduate credit in farm mechanics.courses .. Twelve,.or 
.. TABLE XVIII 
FREQUENCY rrtsTR,IBUTION OF HOURS .OF UNDERGR.AnUATE CREDIT .IN 
FARM .MECHANICS RECEIVED BY,27. SUPERVISING TEACHERS 
. OF VOCATIONAL 'AGRICULTURE 
Hqurs credit 
Supervising.Teachers 













- - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - F - - - - -
Mean number of undergraduate credit 







- - - - - - - - - ~ - -
44.45 per cent of tne teachers~ .had receiyed eight or more hours of under-
graduate credit in farm mechanics .. Only 3.70 per cent qf the teachers 
nad received less than four hours of undergraduate credit in farm mech-
anics, while the mean hours of und~rgraduate.credit received by the 
teachers in farm mechanics was 7.96. 
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Regre1;1sion analysis of college hours undergraduate credit in farm 
mechanics ·!?E. farm mechanics experiences received, ·The data presented in 
Table XIX show that the analysis of the test.for a significant relation-· 
ship between college hours undergraduate credit in farm mechanics courses 
and the farm mechanics experienq.es received by the student teachers 
yielded an F value of O .35. , With an F value of only O ,35, it can be 
seen that only a very small portion of the variance is.explained by the 
.regression of farm mechanics experiences on the hours of undergraduate 
... 
credit.received in farm mechanics courses, .Therefore, with t:he sample 
at hand, insufficient evidence is.found to refute the null hypothesis, 
TABLE.X!X 
ANALYSIS OF.REGRESSION OF COLLEGE.HOURS OF UNDERGR.AQUATE CREDIT 
IN FARM ME.CHANICS ON FARM MECHANICS EXPERIENCES 
RECEIVED BY 47 STUDENT TEACHERS 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Variation Freedom .Squares ·Squares 
Regression 1 7b8.94 7b8.94 
Residuals .25 552 778 .08 2~200.36 
Totals 26 55,778.08 2,145.31 
F value of the relationship between hours 
of undergraduate credit in farm mechanics 
.and farm mechanics experiences received 0.35 
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,College . hours . .2!, _ graduate . c:i;-edit ·!!.!. farm mechanics . courses. . As 
. . .. ·. . ,,, ,. •, .. ' .. . ·. . . •' . 
shown in.Table-tt, 74,08 per cent of 1:he supervising teachers had re-
ceiyed three or less hours of college graduate CJ;"edit in farm mechanics 
_, cours.es. Five supervising teachers had received more than three but less 
than eight _hours graduate credit, while only two ~upervis.ing _ teachers _ had 
received more than seven college hours_credit_in fa,rmmechanics courses. 
Tb,e mean number.of graduate hours credit in farm mechanics.received by 
the supervising.teachers.was.3.04. 
TABLE.XX 
FREQUENCY.-OISTRIJlUl'ION OF HOURS _,OF GRAQUATE ,CREDIT' _lN .FARM 
MfiCH.ANiCS: RECEIVED _ BY- -2,t ~UPERV:(S ING . TEAC$RS 
- OF ·VOCATiONAL .AGRI¢tn:.'l'URE . 
Hours credit 
$upervising- Teachel$'s 
-1 - 3. 70 
8-11 1 3.70 
4- 7 .5 18,52 




- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Mean number of gradq.ate ¢redit hours 
in farm mechanics ·-3.04 
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-Regression analysis of_college.hoµrs graduate.credit_infarm;mech"". 
",". -- ..... · ' .. .. . . . . . ~-_._....... 
., 
anic.s £!!_. farm .mechanics .ex:pe_d.~nces. r.ece:ived. TableXXI.shows that .a . ... . ...... , . . . 
test for the .significance .of .the _relationship between c91lege .hcr1J.rs,¢,redit 
in farm mechanics c;:ourse.s.a.nd the farmmech~nics.eJCperiences received 
b:y the student teachers :yielded an F value .of L22. ·'rb,is. ·f. value ,doel:l .not 
inc:1,.icate a .sign:i;.Ucant relationship be.tween .the two. factors. at -the .. five 
,T~L,E,)Ot;[ 
ANALY~IS ,O:F. ~GRES§;I;Q'N OF HQVRS .Of GQ.Af>µA'IE .. C~;I.T:IN.FAflM 
MECHANICS .. ON. FMM ME.~H/tNIG~ ,E,CFfr;llIE'NCES . 8:ECIU\7ED. . .... 
BY 47 · STUJlEN'l: .. TEA,C~RS 









~ - - - - - - - - - - - - -
F.value of the relationship ·between.hours 




.. 2,597, ,28 
53 2 180.80 
55?778.08 







per cent level •. It does.indicate that.a greater portion of the.variance 
observed is .explained by the regression of farm mechanics ... experienc13,s .on 
hours .of .graduate credit in .farm inechanics. than was explained by_ the 
regres&ion of . farm mechanics . experierices on hours of t.tnder gi;a,d.uate. crE!dit 
in farm mechanics when an .. F value of only O ;~5 was .obtained. 
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Teachers.receiving farm mechanics instructio11 while enrolled in 
~~ . ~-
high school. · Table .ml reveals that 55 • .56 per cent :of che _ superviE3ing 
_teachers had received hi~h schopl training .in farm .mechanics, · Twelve~ 
or 44.44 per -cent _of the 1:1upervising .teachers~ .. indicated they had riot r~,-
.HIGH :smmoL F MM; MEGHAtUC!~ : ~IN!NG ~CE IVED -BY 
.. 27. su~~VIS:r;~G ~:~Aq~RS _.,OF - . 
VOCA,TIONAL. AGlUCUL.TURE 
SuJi?ervising Teachers 
Received training Number Per Cent 
ts 55.56 
.12 44.44 -
l'ot.a:ls 27 100,00 
ceived such tr~ining wh;ile enrolled in high school. . Since:. Table=JCVI in-
dicated that s~ven of the.supervising teachers had not received high 
school instruction in.vocational agriculture~ one.can conclude that_all· 
hut five of thfse teachers receiving high s.chool ihst:tuction in vocational 
ag;-iculture.al,o.rec~ived trainit1g _in the-area of.fa~ .JP.echanics, 
FARM MECHANICS. EX:PERIENCES , ~CEIVED . BY STUDENT TE.ACHE RS FROM 
.. ·suPERVI~ING ·TEACHERS .HAVING .OR NOT .HAVING .. RECEIVED 





















Fa.rm mechanics.experiences received in departments where the super-
vising teachers~-£!.~ ~.received high school~ mechanics train-
· ing ... Data concerning the farm 1t1echanics experiences received by the stu-
dent teachers were-divided into two groups .for the analysis of pooled va-
riance:2 One group consisted of the mean scores received.at those student 
teaching centers where the supervising teachers indicated "yes" to.certain 
inquiries on the interview schedule .. The second group consisted of the 
mean scores received at those student teaching centers where the supervis-
ing.teachers indicated "no" to.certain inquiries on the interview schedule. 
Table .. XXIII shows that .a mean score -of 47 ,40 was received by those 
student teachers who taught at student teaching.centers where the super-
vising teachers had received farm 1t1echaniCS'. training while enrolled in 
high school. The mean score for the group of student teachers.whose 
supervising teachers had not received high school farm mechanics training 
2James B. Wert~,Charles Q. Neidt~-and J .. St::anley Ahmann~,Statistical 
Methods 9 (New York, 1954) 3 • p .. 135. 
48 
was 52.83. The mean difference in scores between the two groups was 
5.43 which has.at-value of 0:30, ·A t-yalue of this size is greatly 
. below thatrequired for significance at the five per cent leveL There-
forei.the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. 
TABLE DtIV 
TEACHERS REC~IVING ORGANIZED .CIVILIAN MECHANICAL 
. TRAINING BELOW THE COLLEGE LEVEL 
Received training 
Supervising Teachers 







. 37 003 
62.97 
100,00 
·· Supervising teachers having or not having .received organized civilian 
mechanical training below the college level .. TableX.X:r.V indicates that 
37.03 per cent of the supervising teachers .had received some organized 
civilian mechanical training .below the college level. SixteenD or 62.97 
per cent~ of the supervising teachers i~dicated that they had not re-
ceived any organized mechanical .training .below the college level. 
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Farm mechanics experiences received in departments where the super-
vising.teachers had or had not received organized civilian mechanical 
training .. The data in Table XXV reveal that.a mean score of 47.40 was 
_received by those student.teachers who tatight in student teaching centers 
where the supervising teachers had received organized civilian mechanical 
training. A mean score of 51.24 was received by those student teachers 
whose supervising.teachers had not received civilian mechanical training. 
The mean difference in scores between the two groups was 3,84~ which 
yielded at-value of 0.28. It is noted that the t-value of the difference 
between the means concerning supervisi.ng .teachers having or not having 
received civilian mechanical training.is very close to the t=value for 
the difference between the means concerning supervising teachers haying 
or not having received high school farm mechanics instruction. That no 
significant difference existed bet.ween the mean scores.received between 
the two groups.of student teachers sustained the acceptance of the hy-
pothesis. 
. TABLE XXV 
. FARM MECHANICS EXPERIENCES RECEIVED BY--STUDENT TEACHERS .FROM 
SUPERVISING TEACHERS HAVING.OR.NOT HAVING 
. Response Number 
Yes. 10 
No 
.. Totals 27 
RECEIVED ORGANIZED CIVILIAN 






t-value-of difference between means 0.28 
Mean ... Sum of 
Score Squares 
47.40 34s816 
51,24 87 s963 
Data Regarding.the-Characteristics;of the Local 
.school.and the-Service Area of the-School 
The characteristics.concerning t:he school and the service.area of 
t;he school .were categori~ed .intotlle following four items -of consider-
.. ation: (1) average .enrollment in high school~. (2). average enrollment 
in vocational agriculture~ .(3) per cent of .vocational agriculture st:u-
dents who are .farm residents~ and (4). per.cent of community income .re-
ceived from fanning . 
. Frequency distribution of high school enrollment ... The -data pre-
sent:ed in .Table--XXVI show that the mean high school enrollment in the 
27 student teaching centers .was 322 .8L Enrollment i_n 15 of the high 
schools was below 200~ ,while eight high schools had an .enrollment of 
more than .200 but.less than.500 students. Only four high schools had 
50 
an enrollment of _600 or more students. The range .of high school enroll-
TABLE XXVI 
FREQUENCY.DISTlUBUTION OF HIGH SGHOOL ENROL~:NT OF 
2 7 S 'l'UDENT TEACHING, CENTERS . OF 
VOCATIONAL AG~tCULTIJRE 
Class.interval .: Student Teaching. Centers 
High school enrollment 









,- - - - - - - .- ~ - - - - - - - - -
Number . l?er :cent 
3 . 11.12 
1 3.70 
0 OiOO 







Mean enrollment-of each high school 322.81. 
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ment was from 62 students to 1800 students •. It is.noted in Table-XXVI 
that 55,56 per cent of the high schools.had an enrollment of less than 
200, while the mean enrollment was 322 081, 
TABLE: JCXVII 
ANALYSIS OF :&EGRESS ION .OF HIGH SCJIOQL ,ENROLLMENT _ON 
FARM MECHANICS EXPERIENCES RECEIVED 












- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. . . 
F value of the relationship between high 










Regression analy1;1is of high school enrollment-~- farm mechanics 
experiences received, The test for the significance of regression of 
high-school enrollment on farm mechanics experiences received is .shown 
in Table XXVIL . Data for Table XXVII were taken from Table VII and Table 
XltVL .The data in Table XXVII yielded an F value of L09 which connotes 
that a significant relationship be_tween high school enrollment and the 
farm mechanics experiences received by the student teachers does not 
exist at the five per cent level, With the evidence at hand, one might 
conclude that the enrollment of the high school cannot be significantly 
associated with the quality, nature and extent of the farm mechanics ex-
periences.received by_ a student teacher of vocational agricultureo There-
:f;ore, -the null hypothesis is tenable, 
. 52 
.Fre9uencydistribution of vocational a!?jriculture enrqllme:11t. 
Referenoe to.Table-XXVIII shows.that.the mean vocational agriculture 
enrollment in the_27 stud,ent_teaching centers.was.46.59. -Fifteen,,or 
55.55 per cent.of.the student teaching.centers had an enrollnient of less 
than 45 students. .. Only five .centers had an .enrollment .of . 60 or more 
students, while f?even centers had an.enrollment gf more than 44 but 
less tha.n 60 students •. Al,1 of the student teaching,,centers employed 
only one teacher of vocational.agriculture . 
. TABLE .JOWI II 
.FREQUENCY .QlSTRIBUTION .OF VOC:AnONAl, AGR,ICULTUlm 
:ENROLLMENT -OF '27. STUDENT '1$ACHING 'CENTERS . 
Student. Teaching .. C~nters , .. Class interval 





.. 30- 44 
15- 29 
. Totals 









- - ~ - - -. 
Mean .vocational agriculture enrollment 46.59 








Regression analysis of vocational agriculture enrollment ·.2!!. ~ 
mechanics experiences received. Table XXIX shows.that a test for the 
significance of the relationship between enrollment in vocational agri-
culture and the farm mechanics experiences.received by the student 
.TABLE XXIX 
ANALYSIS OF REGRESSION OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE ENROLLMENT 
ON FARM MECHANICS EXPERlENCES. RECEIVED 











F value of the relationship between 











teachers yielded an F value of 0.70, With an F value of only 0~70, it 
can be seen that the observed relationship is greatly below that required 
for significanc;e at.the five per cent level .. Therefore~ the null hypo-
thesis cannot be rejected. 
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Frequency distt:"ibution £!.~.percentage of vocational agric.ultu:re 
students.~_are ~ bo;ys. In l;'eferring :to.Table-XXX,.one -can see that 
.. a major percentage of the vocational .agric::ulture students in the 27 cen-
ters.are .fa:rm boys. Ten, or ·37.03 per cent:of the student .teaching,cen-
:ters .indicated that.the percentage 9f theirstuclents.who were .farm boys 
.ranged from ~ero.to.59 .. Thirt:een,supervising.teachers indicated that 
not :le.ss than .60 per cent nor more than 79 per cent . of their vocatiiona,l 
agriculture students.were.farm boys .. Only four supervhing.teachers in-
dicated that.SO per.cent .or more of their.vocational-agriculture students 
lived on.a farm. Three supervia.ing.teachers indicated that the range.foir 
the percentage of students .who were farm boys.was from 11 per_qent to 
.100 per.cent. 
. TABI.E.: XXX 
F:REQUENCY QISTRI13UTIQN OF THE ,PERCENTAGE ,OF VOCA'.l?IOt-rAL 
AGRlCULTURE.STUD.ENTS WHO.AaE FAQN BOYS 
IN .. 27- STUl>E:tfr TEACHING '.CENTERS 
Clas.s _interval .: S.tuden t . Teaching ~Centers 




_ 20- 39 
0- 19 
· Totals 
Mean percentage of students 









.Regression analysis of percentage of .students who~ farm boy!;! 2!!. 
farm mechanics experiences.received, The test for the eiignificance of 
regression of farm mechanics experiences on percenta~e of students who 
are farm boys is shown in TableXXXI. The data presented in Table_XXXI 
yielded an F.value of .0.27, which is greatly bel9w that required for a 
significant.relationship at the five per_cent level. Therefore, the 
null hypothesis cannot be rejected. 
TABJ,.E.XUI 
ANALYSIS OF REGRESSION OF PERCENTAGE .OF VOCATIONAL AGR.!CULTU:RE 
S 'l'UOENTS WHO . ARE FARM BOYS ON THE . FARM MECHANiCS 
EXPERIENCES RECEIVED BY 47- STUDENT 'IE.ACHERS 









· F value .of. the relationship between 
percentage of.students who are farm 














Percentage £!_.conununities deriving .fifty per ~-£!_.more.£!. income 
from farming .. Table·XXXII .indicates that 66'.67 per_cent_of the .communities --- ______ ..... 
in which the student teaching .. centers were located received 50 per.cent 
TABLE . XXXII 
. S.TUDENT TEACHING -COMMUNITIES_ DERIVING FIFTY PER CENT 
OR MORE OF. THE.IR It:-lCOME · FROM FARMING 
Fifty per cent or more 





Number . Per Cent 
18 66,67 
9 - 33.33 
27 100.00 
.or.more of.their income from farming. ?':line supervising teachers_indicated 
that their communities received less than. 50 percent of their income 
.from .farming. 
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. ~ mechanics experiences received .!!!- departments where less than 
.2.E -~ than fifty per-~ £!. C01IJ111UnHy income ~ from farming .... The 
data presented in TableXXXIII reveal that a mean score of 52.0 was re-
-
ceived by those student.te~chers.who taught in student teaching;centers 
where the community received less than SO percent of its income from 
farming. The mean score for the group of.student teachers·who taught 
in centers where the connnunity~id not receiye 50 percent -of its in-
come from farming was 48.72. The mean difference of 3.28.between the 
~cores received by the two groups has at-value of 0.17~ which.is not 
. significant at the five per cent . level. . Therefore~ the null hypothesis 
cannot ,he rejected. 
TABLE XXXIII 
-FARM MECHANICS .EX:PERIENCES .RECEiVED BY .STUDENT•TEACHERS IN 





- - - - - -
t-value of 
- .- -





- - - - -
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Data Regarding the Characteristics of the Local 
.Programs of Vocational Agriculture 
The.characteristics concerning the local programs of vocational 
58 
agriculture were categorized into the following.five items of consider.-
at.ion: (1) hours devoted to farm mechanics i.n vocat;ional agriculture I~ 
(2) hours devoted to farm mechanics in vocational agriculture II~ (3) 
hours devoted to farm mechanics in vocational agriculture III~ (4)depart-
ments havit').g organized adult farmer classes~ and (5).departments.having 
organized young farmer classeso 
Freguen&y distribution of hours of farm mechanics taught .. J:E. vocational 
agriculture,!, The data in Iable·XXIV show that on the average~ 36081 
hours of. farm mechanics were taught in vocational agricul t.ure Io Nine 
supervising teachers indicated that they taught less than 30 hours annually 
in vocational agriculture lo Only eight teachers indicated that they 
taught 50 or more hours of farm mechanics in vocational agriculture lo 
TABLE XXXIV 
. FREQUENCY PISTRIBUTION OF HOURS OF FARM MECHANICS TAUGHT 
IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE I IN 27 
. STUPENT TEACHING CENTERS 
Student Teaching Centers Cla_ss interval 
Hours taught Number Per Cent 
70-Plus 2 7 ,40 
50-69 6 22.23 
30-49 10 37.04 
10-29 9 33033 
Totals 27 
Mean hours taught in.vocational agriculture I 
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Regression analysis of hours devoted ,E£ ~ mechanics in vocational 
agriculture.! £E_ farm mechanics experiences recei;ved. Reference to 
TableXXXV shows that a 0test for the significance.of the relationship be-
tween hours devoted to farm mechanics in vocational agriculture.I and the 
farm mechanics experiences received by the student teachers yielded an F 
TABLEXXXV 
ANALYSIS .OF REGRESSION OF HOURS DEVOTED TO FARM MECHANICS IN 
VOCATIONAL AGRIGULTURE I ON THE FARM MECHANICS 
EXPERIENCES RECEIVED BY 47 
· STUDENT TEACHERS 
Source of · D,egrees of 




.F value of the relationship between hours 
.devoted to farm mechanics in vocational 
agriculture I and the farm mechanics 
experiences received 
Sum of .Mean 
. Squares .Squares 
1,963.69 1~963.69 
532814,39 . 22152057 
0,91 
value of 0.9L With the sample at hand an F value of 0.91 indicates that 
·only a small portion of the variance is explained by the regression of 
hours.devoted to farm mechanics in vocational agriculture I on.farm mech-
anics experiences received. Therefore~ the null hypothesis cannot be 
rejected, 
Frequ~ncy di13.ti-i];nition .£f hours ,.2.f farm mechanics t:aught. in ~-
·. . . , : ....,,._ 
cational .agriculture II. T]:ie data presented in Table-:xnyI indicate 
-'th.ii: the mean. hpurs of fal;'."m mechanics taugq,t . in vocational. a~ricui ture 
II was 39, 11 .hQurs. Thirty-t:hree p.er cent· pf the supervising. teachers 
indicated that .they.taught less than 30 hours of_farm mechanics annu-
· ally in vocational agriculture II~ while .44 .45 per cent indi_cated that 
they taught tllore t;han 29 but less than 50 hours of farm mechanics .in 
vocational agriculture II. "Six teachers 9 or 2_2.22 per cent 9 taught 
.50 or more hours,of farm mechanics in.vocational agriculture II . 
. TAB.LE JCXXVI 
FREQUENCY D,lSTRIBUTION OF HOURS OF FARM MECHANICS · TAUGHT 
IN VOCATJ,ONAL. AGRICULTURE _II IN 27 
· STUDENT ~ TEACHING CENTERS 
.: Student Teaching: Centers 
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Class interval 
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.. Regression analysis of hours devoted to farm mechanics in vocational 
agriculture II on farm mechanics experiences received, The test for a 
significant relationship between hours devoted to farm mechanics in vo-
cational agriculture .II and the farm mechanics experiences received by 
TA8LEXXXVTI 
.ANALYSIS OF REGRESSION .OF HOURS DEVOTED TO. FARM MRCHANICS 
IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULt'uRE: II ON THE FARM .MECUANICS 











· F value of the relationship between hours 
devoted to farm mechanics in vocational 










· .• 2p 222, 98 
the student teachers i.s snown in Table XXXVII. . The.F value of 0.09 is 
greatly below that required for significance at the five per cent level, 
Therefore, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. 
Frequency distribution of hours of.~ mechanics taught in :y£-
cational agriculture III, In referring.to table XXXVIII it is noted 
that the mean number of hours taught in vocational agriculture III1was 
46,52, .Only 14,82 per cent of the supervising teachers indicated that 
62 
they taught farm mechanics less than 30 nours annually~ wnile 44.44 per 
cent .of the .teachers.indicated that they taught more than 29.but .less than 
. 50 hours.of farm mechanics in vocational.agriculture III, Eleven~ or 
40,74 per cent~ .of the supervisLng teachers indicated that they taught 
50 or more hours of farm mechanics in vocational agriculture III, .It is 
noted that the hours .devoted to farm mechanics increased from36.81 hours 
annually in vocational agriculture I to 46,52 hours annually in vocational 
agricultu:i;-e III, One supervising teacher indicated that he did not spend 
any time on farm mechauics in vocational agriculture III, 
TABLE XXXVIII 
FREQUENCY JHSTRIBUTION OF HOURS .OF FARM MECHANICS 
TAUGHT IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE III IN 27 
. $TUDJ:!:NT TEACHING CENTERS 
Student Teaching Centers Class interval 
Hours taught Number Per Cent 
70-Plus 5 18.53 
50-6~ 6 . 22, 21 
30-49 12 44,44 
0-29 _4_ 14,82 
Totals 27 100.00 
Mean hours taught in vocational agriculture III .46;52 
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.. Regression analysis of hours devoted ~ farm mechanics in vocat:ional 
. agticul ture .. III ~. farm mechanics exper~ence.s received. · The test . for a · 
significant.relationship between hours devoted to.farm mechanics in vo-
cational agriculture I:U and the farm mechanics experiences received by 
the student teach1::rs is shown in Table XXXIX, .The data shown in Table 
XXXiX yielded an F value of 0,49, which is greatly below that required 
for.a significant relationship at the five per cent level, It is noted 
that the F value of relationship between hours devoted to farm mechanics 
TABLE .XXXIX 
ANALYSIS OF REGRESSiON OF HOURS DEVOTED TO FARM MECHANICS 
· IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE III ON THE FARM MECHANICS 
EXPERIENCES REGE!VED BY 47· STUDENT ·1$ACHERS 




. Total.a 26 
- - - - - - .- - - - ~ -
. F value of the relationship between hours 
devoted to .. farm mechanics i.n vocational 












and farm mechanics experiences received by student teachers was not sig-
nificant for vocational agriculture I, II, or III, but that the·F value 
was the greatest for vocational agriculture I and was the lowest for 
'\/'OCational agriculture II, .The data shown in Table XXXlX sustains the 
acceptance of the null hypothesis. 
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Vocational agricultu:l'e departments having youn~ farmer classes" 
The data presented in Table. XL indicate that 70"37 per cent .of the 
vocational agriculture departments in which student teaching was accom-
plished did not have organized young farmer classes" Only 29"63 per 
I 
cent of the supervising teachers conducted classes for the young .farmers 
of their conununityo 
.TABLE XL 
VOCATIONAL.AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENTS HAVING YOUNG 
FARMER CLASSES IN 27· STUDENT 
TEACHING CENTERS 






~ mechanics experiences received iu departments having :2£ .!ll!.!:. 
having young farmer classes, · As shown in Table XLI~ a mean score of 64 
was received by those student teachers who taught in departments having 
young farmer classes while .a mean score of 48,05 was received by those 
students in departments not having young farmer.classes, The mean dif-
ference of 15.95 between the scores received by the two groups has at-
value of 0.80, Although the student teachers in qepartments having 
young farmer classes received a greater score for their farm mechanics 
experiences than did the other group, the difference was not statistical-
ly significant at the five per cent level. · The difference between the 
mean scores~ although quite large~ was not significant because of greater 
variation within each group than between the two groups, .Therefore~ the 
null hypothesis is accepted. 
l'ABLE XLI 
FARM MECHANICS EXPERIENCES RECEIVED BY STUDENT TEACHERS 





















Vocational agr.iculture -department.s having adult farmer classes. 
. .. ,,.. . ,. ' . . . . 
The data· in '.rable JCLII show tliat 66. 67 per cent .of the .vocational agri-
culture departments included in this research study have organized apuit 
·farmer classes. -Only 33.33 per cent of the departments did not qonduct: 
.adult farmer classes. It is interesting to note that over twice as many 
departments had' adult farmer classes _as had young farmer classes. 
TABLE -XLII 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTUR.E DEPAR'1l1EN'J;'S .HAVING ADULT FARMER 
. CLASSES IN .27 STUDENT -TEACHING CF;N'f&RS ... 
Supervising ·Teachers 
.. Auul t . farmer program Number ·.. Per Cent 
Yes 18 66.67 
No _9_. · 33.33 
Totals 27 ,100 .00 
Farw mechanic,s experiences received in departments naving ~ n_ot 
having adult-farmer classes.· Table XLIII.indicat~s that .a mean score 
of 55. 55 was received by thos_e student teachers. in departments of vo-
cational agriculture which had organized classes tor adult farmers, 
.while a mean score of 38-.33 was received by those _students who taught 
in departments where .adult farmer classes we.re not conducted. The dif-
ference of 17. 22 between the means of the two groups of studtmts has a 
t-value of 0,91 which i,s not significant at the five .per cent level. ·A 
possible reason tnat a difference of this magnitude was not significant 
is that the.re was tnore variation in the scores within each group t11.an 






- - - -
t-value 
'J:'ABLE JeiI II 
FARM MECHAN:r.cs EXPER!ENCES .RECEIVED BY STUDENT TEACHERS 
IN DEPARTMENTS HAVING OR NOT HAVING 
AI)ULT. FARMER CLASSES 
Degrees of Mean 
Number Freedom Score 
18 17 55.55 
9 a 38.33 
~
27 25 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
of the difference between means 0.91 
-
Data Regarding the Characteristics of the Farm Mechanics 
I 







The characteristics concerning the farm mechanics facilities of the 
student teaching center.were categorized into the tollowing three items 
of consideration: (1) score for farm mechanics building, (2) , score for 
farm mechanics equipment, artd. (3) departments sharing farm.mechanics 
facilities with other high s.cnool departments. 
-
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Farm mechanics building tacilities. D,uring a visitation to each 
student teaching center, the farm mechanics building and equipment .were 
scored using. the sche.dule shown in Appendix A. · Reference to Appendix A 
shows that a perfect score for either the building or the equipment was 
.3~. 
D,ata in Table :XLIV indicate that the .mean farm mechanics quilding 
. score was 21. 96. All 27 departments had a farm mechanics building. 
tn most instances, it was a part -of the vocational agriculture buqding 
_or a part of the high school building. Scores for th_e farm mechanics 
buildings ranged from 10 to 39, . with 15 departments receiving a score of 
less than .24 and 12 departments receiving a score of more than 23. 
TABLE·XLIV 
·. FREQUENCY· PIS TRIBUTION OF THE SCORE_S • FOR FARM 
MECHANlCS BUILD;ING FACI~ITIE:S IN 27 













Mean f am !Dechanics building .. score 
Number- Per Cent 











Regression analysis of.scores!£!. farm mechanics building.~ farm 
mechanics _experi~°:ces received. _The test for.a si~nifi~ant relationship 
between .the farm mechanics building scores and the.farm mechanics ex-
P,eriences received is _shown in· Table XLV. . The data present,ed in .Table 
'XLV yielded an F value of 1,16 which is below that required for a sig-
nificant relationship at the fiv.e per c,ent level. One might. therefore 
. conclude that the farm mecha.nics building faciliti,es cannot be signifi-
cantiy as.sociated with the quality, nature and extent of the farm mech-
anics e_xperiences received by. a student teacher of vocational agricul-
ture. ·Therefore s the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. 
TABLE JCLV 
ANALYSIS OF RE,GRESSION OF SCORES FOR FARM MECHANICS 
. BUILD,ING ON THE' FARM MECHANICS EXPERIENCES ' ,• 











F value of the relat:i,onship betwee.n 
mechanics building scores .and farm 






55~ 778 .08 
- - - - -
1..16 






- - - - -
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Farm mechanics e_quipment. The _data presented in Table XLVI. show 
that the mean score for farm mechanics equipment was 21:59. ·Five stu-
dent teaching centers received a score of less than 15 for their farm 
mechanics equipment, while 18 centers received a score of more than 14 
but less than 30. Only four student te.aching centers received a score 
of 30 or.more for .their farm mechanics equipment. ,One .department,.who 
also r~ceived a perfect score for its farm mechanics building, received 
a perfect score of.39 for its farm mechanics.equipment. This particular 
department had a new building which was completely equipped for teaching 
farm mechanics. ·The writer observed in checking.other data pertaining 
to this department tllat · 89 per .cent .of the vocational agriculture .stu-
dents were non-farm boys·. · 
· 'J;ABU: XLVI 
-.FREQUF.;NCY ~ISTRIBUl'ION OF THE -SCORES FQR·FARM MECI:WUCS 











Mean farm mechanics equipment score 
( . - - -
Stu.dent ;Teaching.,Cente:rs 











11 .. 11 
37.04 
18.52 





Regre~sionanalysis of scores for farm mechanics equipment£!!. farm 
mechanics experiences received, Reference to Table XLVII shows that a 
test for the significance of the relationship between scores for farm 
mechanics equipment.and tne :tarm mechanics experiences received by the 
student teachers yielded an F value of only 0,04, ·An F value of only 
0,04 is greatly below.that required for a.significant relationship at 





ANALYS.IS .OF. REGRESSION OF SCORES FORFARM MECHANICS 
EQUIPMENT ,ON .FARM ME:CHANI.CS EXPERIENCES ·RECEIVED 







Regression 1 94,11 94,11 
Residuals 25 
Totals 26 
F value of the relationship between 
.mechanics equipment scores and farm 
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7.2 
table XLVt!l shows th&t 85 .19 per c.ent of the supervising teachers in- . 
. , 
dicate_d that they did not share the vocational agricultµre farm mechanics 
facilities with other depart-tnents in .the high school. Only 14.81 per 
cent of the departments shared their farm tl).achanics fai:ilitieswith other 
high school depart:ment:s. 
. TAB!$· XlN:tl.1 
VOCAtlON.AL · AGRtdUl.'l'UltE --DEPARTMENTS · SHAlttNG :FARM MECHANtCS 
. . F ACtL!Tl'.ES Wl'ilR 01:HEll RtGH SCHOOL :OltPARTMEN'.tS 
· · .tN _27 swr.>iNr mAc:atNG :CEN~as ·· 
Facilities sh~red 
· Student Tea.chin Centers .......... - . . ...... , .. -- ...... __ ,g ..... -····· ... . 












Farm mechanics e~perie:nces received in <:l.epartments sharing c;>r not 
sharing farm mechanics facilitieso Table XLIX snows that·a mean score 
of 33o.25 was received by those student teachers who taught in departments 
where the farm mechanics facilities were shared with other high school 
departmentso. A mean score of.52069 was received by those student 
teachers in departments .where the. farm mechanic.s facilities were not 
shared with other high school departmentso The mean difference in 
scores between the .two groups was l\Jo44o This has at-value or Oo77 which 
is not significant at the five per cent levelo Although the difference 
,between the mean scores is quite large~ the discrepancy in the size of 
the samples would attribute to a major portion of this difference. There-
fore, the null hypothesis is accepted. 
·TABLE XLIX 
FARM .. MECHANICS EXPERIENCES RECEIVED BY STUDENT TEACHERS 
IN STQDENT,TEACHING.CENTERS .SHARING OR NOT 
SHARING FARM MECHANICS FACILITIES 




















The purpose of this chapter is to .present_a summary ot r:he study, 
~ 
inclu,ding the findings~_and to present conclusions .based u,pon the find-
ings. 
Problem of the Study 
The principal problem of this study was to ascertain if certain 
selec-ted factors common to vocational agriculture could _be significantly 
associated with a student teacning program of farm mechanics. 
The object of the a,tudy was to di9,cover if.certain selected factors 
were associated with the quality, nature and extent ot farm mechanics 
_experiences received by student teache.rs of vocational agriculture. 
-Methods and .Procedure of the Study 
The research project.involved those students of agricultural edu ... 
cation at· Sam Rous.ton State Teachers College who engaged in student 
teaching during the school year 1959-60, The research also included 
various Texas high schools which were approved .as student teaching 
centers of vocatio11al agriculture for Sam Houston'State Teachers College 
during the school year 1959~60. 
Data for this stµdy wer.e obtained by two methods. The pera,onal in-
terview tecnnique was selected as the method of obtaining data concern-
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ing various factors .conun.on to vocational agriculture which mi,gnt have 
an effect on.a student teaching program in tarm ntechanics. A.daily farm 
.mechanics activity S;Chedule was selected as the method of obtaining. data 
.concerning the quality, nat.ure and extent of farzn mechanics experiences 
received by .student teachers of vocati.onal agriculture. 
Fifty-seven 'J;'exas high schools were approved as student teaching 
centers of vocational agriculture for Sam.Houston:·state-Teachers·College 
during the school year 1959-60. · F.rom .a list containing the names of 
these high schools». each.student teacher was allowed to.choose the one 
in.which he desired to.do his teaching. Frqm.among the 57 approved 
high sche>ols~,27 were used fqr programs of student te~ching. The ~P.7 . 0 
student teaching .centers utiliz.ed by the student. teachers constituted 
the .sample ·of student teaching centers serving ,as the population sample 
used in this st;udy. 
A personal interview was conducted with the teacher of vocational 
. agriculture in each of .· the teaching. centers. : During this interview ii the 
farm mec~ani~s building and the farm mechanics equipment.were scored. 
Information was obtained concerning the personal background charac1:eristics 
of· the teach.er~ the lo.cal school and community, , and the character:istics 
of the local program of vocation.al agriculture. 
·'.the schedule used in intervtewing.the 27 supervising teachers .of 
vocation,d agriculture was ,constructed with the .. assistance of the teacher 
training staffs in agriculture education at .the Sam Houston State Teachers 
College and at the Oklahoma·State University. The interview schedule 
was used to interview three individuals not included in the study for 
the purpose of checking for thoroughness.and clarity. After the schedule 
was brought .to its final form, it was used to interview the·27 teachers 
included in this study. 
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· There was a total of 54 students _who completed their student .teach-
ing .+equirements at -Sam Houston. State, Teachers College during the s.chool 
year 1959-60, . Seven of these-student .teachers were omitted from the 
study to prevent bias in the data, This left .a t.otal of 47 student 
teachers who contributed information for use in this st:udy regarding.the 
farm mec-hanics experiences they received while engaged in .student teach-
ing, 
. D.at:a regarding the farm .mechanics experiences received by the 47 
student .teachers were obtained from a daily farm mechanics activity 
schedule which was maintained by.the student .teachers. This schedule 
was cons.tructed with the assistance of agricultural educat_ion staff 
members at the-Sam Houston .State teachers College and at the Oklahoma 
.State University, . Suggestions were also received from fellow graduate 
students and educational. staff members when the research propos'al was 
presented in a seminar session . 
. 'l'he daily activity. schedules were present:ed to the student t:eachers 
in.a meeting conducted before they went .to their respective teaching 
-centers, .At the end of the student teaching period, the daily. activity 
s.chedules were collected from the student teachers, 
Sununary.of the Findings 
Tb,e 47 student .teachers included in this study receiyed a total of 
994 farm mechanics experiences while engaged in.student teaching, .Qf the 
994 experiences received, 657 or 67 ,.90 per cent were received in the area 
of farm shop, wit:hin.t:he area of farm shop~ 92 experiences were received 
.at the number.one level 5 .348 experiences were receiv.ed at the number two 
l.evel, 185 experiences were received at the ii.umber three levels and 32 
experiences were received at the number four level, 
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· A iotai .of 70 experiences were received by the student teachers in 
the area of farm power and machinery. Twenty-five of these experiences 
I 
were received at the number one levels 28 experiences were received at 
the nUmber two levels and 17.experiences were received at the number 
- -
three .level. ,There were no experiences received·at the number four 
level in the area of farm power and machinery. 
·Ninety-two experiences w~re recei\l'ed in: the area of farm electrifi-
cation. · ·Ten experiences were rece.ived at the number one level, 43 ex-
·periences were received at the nUmber two level, 35 experiences were re-
ceived at .the number three level and four experiences were :received at 
the number four level. 
· ·In the area of farm buildings and conveniences, a total of 120 ex-
periences were received by the student teachers. 'Over one-half of these 
experiences, or 73, were received at the number two level while 30 ex-
periences were received at the number three level. Fifteen experiences 
were received at the number one level, while only two experiences were 
received at the number four level. 
Fifty-five experiences were'received in the .area of soil and water 
management. Sixteen experiences were received at the number ·one levei, 
24 experiences were received at the number two level, and 15 experiences 
were received at the number three level. Not.any soil andwat:er ·manage-
ment.experiences were received at the number four level. 
Of the 994 experiences received in all five areas of farm mechanics, 
158 experiences were received at the number one level, 516 expe'riences 
were received at the number two level, .. 282 experiences were received at 
the number three level and only 38 experiences were received at the num-
ber four lev~l. 
is 
·_Aft.er the- data were obtained" and tabulated,, appropriate s.tat:istical 
treatments were mad,e to test the stated null hypothe~es. ,The level Qf 
significance required for refuting t:he null hypotheses in this research 
study was set.at the five per cent level. 
_ Hypotheses re~arding eersonal background cbarac:t:eristics of the 
· supervising teacher .·.2£. v:ocational agr:i.Clultut:'e. Nine hypotheses were 
t:ested regarding the personal .background charact:eristics of t:he super-
vising .teachers. "nie.following characteristics were tested for sign;i,fi-
cance by the use of the analysis .of .regression. _It.was found that _a 
s:i.gn:i.ficant relat:L_onship does not exist between the quality, nature and 
extent. of farm .mechanics experiences receiv.ed by. student teachers .and 
the following factorsr 
.(1) age·of supervising.teacher, 
(2) years of t:eac.hing .experience in vocational . agr_icul ture, 
(3) years of teaching ;experience in pres.ent position, 
(4) years of experience as a .supervising. t;e_acher of vocational 
agriculture, 
. (5) years .of vocati.onal agriculture .trainin_g. receiyed ~hi,le 
enrolled in high school, 
(6) undergraduate hours of college credit in farm mecli.!lnics 
courses, and 
(7) graduate hours of .college credit in farm mechanics courses. 
The following :personal background characteristics wei::e t:est:ed for 
significance by the use of pooled variance. . It was found t:hat: a. sig.;. 
nificant .difference does. not exist between the farm mec_hanics experiences 
received by student teachers with regard to the following .factors: 
(!).teachers receiving farm mechanics .training.whil,e enrolled 
in h:i.gh school, .and 
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(2) teachers receiving organized civilian mechanical training 
below the college level, 
Hx:potheses regarding characteristics of the local school and~-
munity, _ Four hypotheses were t'ested regar~ing characteristics of the 
local school-and community, The.following.characteristics were tested 
for significance by the use of the analysis of regression, It was found 
that a significant relationship does not exist between the quality~ 
nature and extent .of farm mechanics experiences ,received by student 
teachers and the following fa,ctors: 
(1) enrollment in high school, 
(2) enrollment in all day classes in vocational agriculture~ and 
(3) per cent of vocational agriculture students who are farm 
residents, 
The following characteristics were tested for significance by the 
use of pooled variance, It was found that a significant -.difference does 
.not exist bet_ween the farm mechanics experiences received by, student 
teachers with regard to the following factor: 
' 
(1) communities deriving 50 per cent or more of their income 
from farming, 
Hypotheses regarding,characteristics of the local program of yo-
cat:i,.onal agriculture, Five hypotheses were tested regarding the charac-, 
teristics of the local program of vocational -agriculture, .All five of 
the hypotheses proved tenable, _ The following factors were tested for 
signi.ficance by the use of the analysis of regression, It was found 
that a significant relationship does not exist between the farm mechanics 
experiences received by student teachers and the followirtg factors: 
(1) hours .devoted to farm mechanics in vocational agriculture I~ 
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Ci) hours devot;.ed to farm mechanics in .vocational agriculture II, 
(3) hours devoted to farm mechanics in vocational .agriculture III, 
The following characteristi,cs were t_est:ed for significance by the 
use of pooled variance .. It .was £ound that a significant difference does 
not exist between the farm mechanics experiences received by s.tudent 
teachers-with regard to the following factors: 
(1) departments having adult farmer classes,. and 
(2) departments having young farmer classes. 
Hypothes_es regard~ng .characterist:ics of the local farm mechanics 
facilities. Three hypotheses were tested regarding .the characteristics 
of the locd farm mechanics facilit;.ies .. The data obtained sustained all 
three of the hypotheses. The following factors were tested for signifi-
cance by the use of the analysis of regression. . It was fo.und that a sig-
nificant relationship does not exist.between the farm .mechani.cs experi-
ences received by student teachers .. and the following .factors. 
(1) farm mechanics building faci,lities, . and 
(2) farm mechanics equipment facilities . 
. The following .characteristic.was tested for significance by the 
use of pooled variance. It :was found that .a signific.ant .difference does 
not exist between the farm mechanics experiences received by student 
teachers with regard to the.following factor: 
(1) departments sharing .farm mechanics facilities with other 
high £Chool departments. 
Conclusions 
Since the nine hypotheses tested regarding the background eharac-
teristics of the supervising teacher proved acceptable, the .conclusion 
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.can be reached that under the condit_ions of this study the .age -qf the 
t:eacher, years teaching experience, years taught in present position, 
years experience as a supervising ~:eacher, years of vocational agricul-
ture received while .enrolled in high-school, .undergraduate hours of 
credit in farm .mechanics, graduate hours ~f credit in farm mechanics, 
t:eachers receiving J1:i,gh school training in farm mechanics, and teachers 
receiving organized civilian .mechanical t:raining -appear not .. to _be -con-
ditioning: factors regarding the quali.ty, nature and ext_ent .of farm _mech-
-aniceS experi_ences received by student teachers of vocational agri"cult.ure . 
. According to the findings of this study, the .enrollment of the high 
school, , the enrollment :of all day classes _in .voca_tional agriculture, . and 
the per cent .of vocational agriculture students who are farm boys appear 
not to .be factors which may be associated with the farm mechanics ex-
periences received by.student -teachers of vocational-agriculture .. The 
foregoing :conclusion is further strengthened by the fact th.at.data were 
obtained from student teaching centers where high -school e_nrollments 
ranged from 62 to 1800 and where the percentage of vocational stude_nts 
who were farm boys ranged from 11 per cent to 100 per.cent . 
. Regarding the characteristics of the local program of vocat.ional 
agriculture, there is substantial evidence to assume that the hours qe-
voted to farm mechan.ics in vocational agriculture I, _ in .vocational agri-
culture II, and in vocational agriculture III,.are not factors which may 
be -as:sociated _with the quality, . nature and extent of· farm mechanics ex-
periences received. . The .fact t_hat programs .of adult farmer and young 
farmer education were in operation .are factors which one may.also.assume 
not to be significantly associated with the farm mechanics experiences 
received bya student teacher of vocational agriculture. 
Further conclusions which may be reached.are that.characterist,ic,s 
pertaining to the .farm mechanics_b.uilding.and the.farm.~chanics,equip-
m,ent appear not to .be factors which may be ass9ciat:ed with the quality~ . 
. nature and extent.of the farm mechanics experiences ,receiv;ed by- a st:udent 
teacher of vocation~l agriculture. However,.· the-i::e would. seem to be 
substantial _evidence for the as.sumption .that ther-e are other -factors 
than thos_e mentioned abQve .which may in fact .be of influence in the 
variation of .the .farm.mechanics experiences received by student t:eachers 
of vocational agriculture. · 
. S_ince there was no. significant .association .or .difference discovered 
between the quality, natu:r;e and .extent o.f the training program .and tl.1.e 
facilit_ies of the departments, .one can with -some ·confidence~ .conclude 
that it is possibie to provide a superior type of training in·a depaJ;"t-
ment not _necessarily having .superior facilit;ies. .Similarily ~ since 
there. was no assqciati_on .discoy,ered between. the training .receiyed .and 
the personal charact:eri.stics of the ~upervising. t:eachers, . one can con-
clude that .certain. teacher .charact;.erist.ics are not. n.ec:essarily · a. pre .. 
requisite for developing quality programs of student :teaching .in farm 
mechan_ics. _At .least it ."tv,ould seem .reasonable to.as!,iume that the pos-
sess_ion -of certain qualities .and characteristics· at levels indicated by 
t 
data secured does not -constitute a .. det:errent to the development .~nd 
maintenance of quality programs of student teaching in.farm.mechanics . 
. Therefo.re, the findings of this study .would tend to indicate that. te.acher 
trainers .. and t_eachers of vocational agriculture should be challenged t;o 
.develop quality progr.ams of -student :teaching ,in farm .mechanics since it 
. appears that they are no.t necessarily hampered by .a lack -of facilities 
or by a la.ck .of certain teacher characteristics . 
. This study.was not .unclertaken to.establish a cause and effect 
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relationship~ but .to establish -ass,ociation or non-association gf certa,in 
selected :factors'wi.th the farm 111¢chanics te.g.ching~experiences rec:,eiyed 
by stuclent teac,hers of voc.ational agriculture . 
. In i:-egard to .the nat:ure and extent of farm mechanics experien.ces 
receivedD 'the results. of this study strongly ·suggest t_hat. student teachers 
.of vocational -agriculture a.t present .are not reGeiving .,a .balanced prqgram 
· .Qf teaching experiences in t_he area. o,f farm mechanics. This is evidenced 
· by the findings .which· show that over two-thirds o.f .-all experiences 
rec:eiyed were received i_n the area ()f. farm shop 0 leaving .less than o~e-
t.hird of the experiences received to _be divided .among ,farm power and 
machinery,. farm electrificat:ion 0 :farm buildings .and conveniences, and 
soil an,d water management .. Contrastively 9 the findings alao suggest tha.t 
some student.teachers are not receiving.a satisfactory_student t~aching 
program in .farm mechanics. since the -data also reveal,ed that .six student 
t:eachers .did not receive any farm m_echanics exper:i.enoes ... lt .would Eleem 
of considerable -consequence that less than one""'.half of .the students 
.. achi,eved a total score of 50 or mor.e while in two areas~ farm shq.p ap.d 
farm pow¢r .a.nd .machin,eryD less than one-third of the stude.nts _were pro-
vided opportunity for expe:riences.above the number.two level. -Experi-
ences at the number four level which included .a crit_ique session .with 
student t:eachers ,concerning how the .effectivenes.s e>f t;eaching might be 
improved was :condu_cted following .only, 3.8 experiences out of a total of 
9-94 experiences. 
I 
,On the basis of observationD the investigator feels that.there is 
~ome possibility that.a few supervising teachers may_c:onsciously or un-
I 
c:ons~iously have shown a tenclency to let student teachers teach in 1,;ub-
ject area1;1 in which they did .not .. especially like t.o teach the~elv;es . 
. 'rbis implication app~ars possible when one consid.ers the fact that .six 
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·student,teachers .did not.receive any experiences in farm -II).echariics, .while 
one stucl,ent teacher did not receive·any experiences other than those re-
ceiyed in. the area of farm mechanics. .. This implication .was perhaps· some-
·-what further strengthened as a result. of a numb,er of personal int_erviews 
cqnducted with t_he · supervising te,1;1.chers . 
. SinQ:e the wide differences in the quality_ or level qf experiem~es 
provided in various,centers are so apparent~ it.would seem that teacher 
educators· as well as supervisin_g teachers might well profit .from the 
implications so ident_ified, .Perhaps all persqns involved can .be chailenged 
to provide a program.of training.which is maintained at.a high level • 
. The fact that the quality of the facilities i-s not. associa~ed with the 
quality of the program.should actually be .encouraging to those whose 
possibilities of ·securing ,mo:re adequate facilities are less than they 
m:i,ght desire. I~ .was further brought .out by observation that.a great 
many of the supervisin_g teachers were quite co_ncerned with .providing .a 
trainirig program of maxiIIlum effectiveness. . The erithusiasm .qf these 
sup~rvising teachers .can perhaps be cited by.teacher educators .as evi-
de11ce that very few supervising teachers are consciously' or unconsciously 
using the student teacher's services as a conven,ience . 
. the re~ults of the investigation show that there is some basis to 
believe that departments having organized young and adult farm&r classes 
.may.contribute toward the quality, natur:e and extent of farm tnachanics 
experiences rec:eived_bystudent teachers. Although there was rtot-a sig-
rt:Lficant.differeµce bet~een the mean scores of students who tatight in 
departIIten,ts having .,adult. and young farmer. classes, . and in depat'tmertts 
.not havirig.adult .and young_farmer classess.t:he differences in the mean 
scor¢s were quite large in .favor of thos.e students. who taught iri .de-. . . . \. . . 
parttnents having '.organized adult .and young .farmer. cla$ses. . One m:tght 
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con9lude that.altho,ugh there was not .a significant.difference between the 
me{ln scoi::es received, t_here is a possibility that the factors of having 
-adult.and young .farn;ier classes could have somi bearing.upon the farm 
mechanics experiences received~ particularly when the maint.enance of l,\Uch 
programs may occur in .combination.with other factor patterns . 
. Although one factor, such as departments· having adult .farmer classes, 
was not· significantly. associated with the farm mechani_cs experi,ences re-
ceived, _it might be possible that a combination of two or more factors 
.would enable one to .discern between.student .teaching programs in farm 
mechanics with regard to possible associat_ion with certain factor 
.combinations. 
, The findings bf this investigation imply that factors, other than 
those tested in the 21 stated hypotheses,_ are associated with th_e farm 
mechanics experiences received by.student teachers of vocational agri-
culture .. The investigator feels that.with the elimination of a number 
of possible associhed factors as a result :of this study, the evidence 
is strengthened that the interest~ initiative, and personality of the 
-supervising teacher .and of the studen_t teacher are probably the critical 
factot's. determining the extent and quality level of the st:udent teaching 
progrl,im in farm mechanics. No doubt, this implication should pro~e 
challenging to t_eachers, . t;eacher educators .and supervisors of vocational 
agriculture.· 
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POSSIBLE FACTORS.A$SOCIATED .WITH THE .QUALITY, .NA.TORE ,AND 
EXTENT OF FARM MECHANICS EXPERIENCES REC&iVED 
B.Y- STUDENT TEACHERS .,OF 
VOCATIONAL.AGRICULTURE 
Interview Schedule 
A. -PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS: 
89 
2. _Marital status ---------------------,......,...------,-....,,....,,.,..-,-________ __ 
3. _Years ,taught :vocational agricultur-e 
-----------------------------
4. Years taught in present position ______________ .,,..... _______ ,....,,... 
5, Years.as supervising.teacher 
------------.,,,....-...--....,......,...------------
6. Education (highest.degree attained) 
----------------------------
7. -Degrees obtained from: B., S., 
---------------.,,.....-------..---,--, ....... --~ 
--------...... -----------------M .. S.,.,._---------------...---------~ 
D,octors. 
8. . Years of vocational.· agricultur:e completed in high school -------
9. Received farm mechanics training in ·high ·s_c;:hool (Yes - No) . -----
10 .. Received mechanical training other than h:i,gh school or college 
(Yes - No) ------ . If so, spec:i,fy ------------_..------~ 
11 .. Number.of undergraduate hours.credit in farm mechanics ----......,,--
12. . Number of graduate hours credit in farm :mechani-cs. _________ ,....,_ 
B •. CHARACTERiSTICS .OF THE LOCAL SCU.OOL AND .. CO~Nl':tt: 
.1. Name of school_ ----....... ------------------------..---------------.,..._ 
2 .. Enrollment in high school--------------------------------
90 
. S.chedule A, _. Page 2 
3. -Enrollment in vocational agriculture ......... __, ...... __,__,...,.....,......,....,......,....,___,_ ___ 
4 .. Number of vocational agriculture students who live on a farm 
5. _Number of vocational agriculture students-who do not live on 
.a farm ........... _,_ ...... --...... ---............ -
6 .. Most important .agricultural enterprises in .community: 
(a)~----.-----,,,-------------------------------------------
(b) _____ __,,,___,... _____________________ _,...__,,. __ ....,_ __ __,, __ __ 
(c)_,.----........ ---,-..,.....,...__,,.._,.. __ ..,..... __________ ....,.. _____ _,_..,_.. __ ...,,.... __ _ 
7 .. ])oes the community rec;eive 50% .or more o-f its income from 
farming? (Yes - No) -.-----~ ......................... -....... .__--__,.,..._ ...... ,..... ...... _..,.,_.. ............ .._.. 
C. . CHARAC.TERiS'l'ICS .OF THE. :LOCAL· PROGRAM OF VOCATIONAL .AGRiGULTURE: 
1. Hqurs .devoted to farm mechanics in vocational agriculture ·I 
2. Hours devoted to farm mechanics in vocation~l agriculture .II 
3. Hours.devoted to_farm mechanics in vocational agriculture III 
4. . Department has. an organiz.ed young . farmer program . (Yes-No) ----
5 •. Department has .an organized adult program (Yes-No) 
D •. CllARACTERISTiCS OF THE ?ARM MECHANICS FACILI.TIES: 
1. s.core for farm mechanics building 
(Taken from attachE?d score card) 
. 2. . Score for farm mechanics equipment 
(Taken from.attached score card) 
. 3. .Are farm mechanics facilities shared with 
other-school-departments (Yes.- Ne,) 
E • .. REMARKS : 
) 
___ ,..._, __ _ 
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FARM J,iECHA?{!CS EQU1PMENT 
SCORE CARD 
'I ' . .. 
. TYPE . OF EQUIPMENT Excellent :Good . 3 2 
.. 
.Wood Worki'nst. Eauipm.ent 
, Pipe. Working Eauipment 
.Electrical Eauipment 
·' 
,Farm .shop Power.Machinery 
Arc ·.WeldiJ:12. Eauipment 
. Qas.Welding .. EQuipment 
.Cold Me:taLEauioment 
Hot .){(!tal. ECJuipment . ,, 





. 10. .· Concrete & .Masonrv ·Eau:Lo, 
11. .. . Solderinst Eauioment 
12. PaintiniZ .. Ecuicment 
13. Land En2ineerin2.EauiD, 
.. 
TOTA;L 
* .O-None •Refers to no equipment .available. 
1-Fair. - Refers to some.equipment but inadequate to 
fully meet the needs of the class. 
2-Good - Refers to equip~ent.slightly below the standard 
as to quality, quantity and type • 
. 3.-Exc:,ellent ... Refers to .equipme~t fully meeting -standards 
of quality, quant,:f. ty and type. 













Schedule A, page 4 
. 
'. 
. FA.RM MECHANICS BUlLD,ING 
.SCORE CARD 
'' 
TYPE ,OF FACILITY Excellent 
.Goqd Fair 
3 2 1 
'. .. .. 






5. ··Storage Facilities 
. .. 
6. . Wash .Room 
.. '• " 
7. Loc.kers. 
" .. •, 
.8. _ Toilet Facilities 
- ,• 
.9. Electrical Wiring 
!' 
10 . -Tool Room or. Wall .Panels 
... 
11. First .Aid Equipment 
.12. )!'ire Exti.nguishers 
13. Outside Working .:space 
'' ,. 
TOTAL 
·* 0-None - Refers to no. facilities available. 
1-Fair - Refers to facilities inadequate to fully meet 
the needs of the class. 
.•. 
2-Good - Refers to facilities slightly.below the standard 
as to quality, quantity and type. 
•' 
· ~ .. Excellent - Refers to faciliti.es fully meeting -standards 







·• Schedule B 
THE.QUALIT.l,,NA.TURE .AfID.EXTENT OF FARM.MECaANiCS 
EXl'ERIENCES RECE:i:VED .. BY .'STUDENT TEACHERS 
OF 'VOCATIONAL .AGRiCULTURE · 
.I)ailY.,,F~.rm .Mechanics Activity Report 
F,AAM SHQP 
···SUBJECT 
>.EGR 'E O <' ·.EXPERIENCE 
i , 2 . 3 4 .. Score * 
TOTAL 
* 1-0bserved another instruct 
.2-Supervised class 
3-Formally.instructed class 
4-Formally instructed class followed by cFitique 
. 93 
94 
S:chedule B, · page 2 . 
. FARM POWER AND, ~CllINERY 
SUBJECT .. DEGREE .. OF'. .. IPO'ER,IENCE ' 1 2 · 3 · ·· .4 Score ;* ·· 
TO':CAL 
* 1-0bseryed another instruct 
2-Supervised class 
3-Formally instructed class 
4-Formally instructed class followed by critique 
95 
. S,chedule B, page 3 
.FA.QM ELECTRlFICA~ON 
· f>;b'B.JECT PEGREE :OF . EXPERIENCJi: 
l z · 3 . • .4 :score * 
. \ .. "" 
·. ..·" 
·* 1 .. observed another instruct 
.2,-Supervised class 
3-Formally instructed class 
4:-Formally instructed class followed by critiqtie 
· Schedule.- B, . page 4 
f.AaM BUILD,INGS ANILCONVE;NIENCES 
SUBJECT PE GREE . OF -E lCPE].{I~NCES . 
-.· 
TOTAL 
* 1-0bserved another instruct 
.2-Supervised class 
3-Formally instructed class 
4-Formally instructed ~lass followed by critique 
97 
. · Schedule B, . page 5 
- S.OlL •· AND .WATER .MANAGEMENT 
SUBJECT 
.DEGREE .OJ' 'EXPERlENCE 
:C · 2 · 3 4 · · SGor·e * ·· 
' .. 
TOTAL 
;* 1-()baerved another instruct 
.4-Supervised class 
. 3-:Formally instructed class 
4-Formally in~tructed class followed by. critiqu.e 
Teacher 
Mr •. T •. E •. Cummings 
·,Mr .. Edwin .Smith 
·Mr. J .. E •. Lockhart 
.Mr •. Tex Tyler 
Mr. L .•. P .. Griffis 
.Mr •. Rugh Brown 
.Mr .. Jack Cely 
Mr •. George Uoggard 
· . Mr •. Wayne Forrest 
.Mr. Haney, ·i>aniel 
Mr •. Paxton Hall 
Mr •. J. ,E. -Seamans 
.. Mr • . Hus ton ... Dia ton 
Mr •. E .. N., '.tr ant 
.Mr •. T •. J .. Honeycutt 
.Mr • Dale . Brown 
.Mr. Jante.s Permenter 
i ' 
Mr •. Elvin .Wright 
.Mr •. Rex White 
Mr •. J .. W ~ . Reed 
Mr .. J .. c .. Etherdge 
~r •. E ... C., Schneider 
. Mr .. Gene Sollock 
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Mr, Herman Bostick 
Mr •. W, L •. Davis 
,Mr, . Dwight . Hine 
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: STUDENT. ·r&ACHERS .. CQOPERATtNG IN .ST.UDY 
.Mr •. Leon Bagwe 11 
Mr •. Robert .Ballard 
.Mr. Raymond Barn~~ 
.. Mr. Hibert aeck 
.Mr •. · Kenneth .Beene 
~. , William Berkley 
Xr •. Barron .Bird. ' 
i1r •. J~s. Blakely 
, Mr .. Kermit .Blezirtger 
.Mr •. James Boley 
.Mr •. Marvin .Burns 
. Mr •. Harlen .Camp 
~ •. James.Cannon 
.. Mr •. John,Duncrim 
.Mr .. Clarke Evarts 
Mr .. Winfred· Finke 
Mr •. Billy_ Freeman 
.:Mr .. J •. M •. Gol4ing 
.Mr •. Ben .Green 
.Mr, Johnny Grissom 
Mr •. Joe Ha.gart 
Mr •.. Nelton .Hollis 
.Mr •.. Bobby Hqu~e 
Mr •. .:to .Jackson 
Mr. Sonny.Jamison 
.Mr •. Terry Keeling 
.Mr •. D •.. M, .Lloyd 
Mr .. S •. E •. Long 
,Mr •. Don .Love 
. Mr •. Lee Lys, . Jr • 
Mr •. Jay Marek 
.Mr •. Charles ,McDaniel 
.Mr •. Royce Moffett 
.Mr •. Charles Newton 
. Mr •. Johnny .. Nichols 
.Mr. _John Parker 
. Mr •. Max Plata 
.Mr •. Charles Rho4es 
Mr •. Holley_ ·Stephenson 
.Mr •. Ben Strickland 
Mr •. Kenneth--St4es~el 
.Mr •. Marvin Sulak 
Mr •. Billy. Sul.lins 
Mr •. Hans .Wimberly 
.Mr,. Bobby_-Winters 
.Mr •. Garlyn .Wilb'\1rn 
Mr •. Raiford .Williams 
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